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PREFACE

The Joint Canadian-Uni ted States Northern C1v1l Engineering Re

search Workshop was held at the University of Alberta campus* Edmonton, 

Alberta on ferch 20 through 22, 1978, Over 40 participants from 

government, universities, and private practice from both the U.S. and 

Canada discussed northern civil engineering research for 2 \  days. The 

results of their effort are presented in this report.

The nature of a report coming from spontaneous conversation will be 

somewhat uneven <n coverage, language, and tone. However, we feel obli

gated to preserve the initial intent and language of the various work

shop groups and each report should represent the original conclusion as 

nearly as possible.

We acted as the principal instigators of the workshop and were ably 

assisted by an excellent group of workshop chairmen: Jack Clark, Lome 

Gold, Charles Neill, Daniel Rogness, James Rooney, and Daniel Smith. We 

particularly want to acknowledge the assistance of the Boreal Institute 

for organizing and providing much of the administrative and secretarial 

support for the workshop, and the staff of the Institute of Water Resources 

for assisting with the organizing and publication processes.

The workshop was sponsored by the National Science Foundation of 

the United States, the Oepartinent of Indian and Northern Affairs of 

Canada, the Boreal Institute and Department of Civil Engineering of the 

University of Alberta, and the Institute of Water Resources of the 

University of Alaska.

R. F. Carlson 

N. R. Horgenstern
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INTRODUCTION

Background

Before convening and commanding the time and talents of a group of 

engineering professionals, we carefully addressed the question of why an 

assessment of northern civil engineering research is needed at this 

time.

Throughout the North, pressure for accelerated development has 

occurred, primarily as a result of a Canadian, U.S.. and world concern 

for future energy and mineral resources, Although the North has been 

comnltted to resource development since human occupation, it is only 

within recent years that sufficient transportation and engineering 

facilities have become available to make extensive development possible. 

The most notable example is the engineering design and construction of 

the Alaska oil pipeline and the planning of the northern gas pipeline 

route. We can expect to see a continuing expenditure of money for 

development 1n northern territories of the U.S. and Canaoa, and in other 

parts of the world.

Topic Areas

We decided that 1t would be useful and appropriate to convene a 

select eroup of professionals interested in northern civil engineering 

with the purpose of collectively assessing several questions related to 

northern civil engineering research. After some preliminary organ

ization the workshop was convened in March, 1978. The workshop was 

directed towards each of six topic areas; ice and snow engineering; 

frozen ground engineering; hydrotechnical engineering; environmental 

engineering; municipal facilities, design and construction; and resource 

end ir;n$portat1on facilities, design and construction.

Frozen ground is a primary consideration for almost all northern 

civil engineering research. Both small and large engineering projects 

depend on a knowledge of frozen ground in the North, from the earliest 

stages of reconnaissance to final construction, operation, and main

tenance. A large amount of specialized literature has been accumulated 

and an active group of Investigators are addressing problems of frozen 

ground from basic science to routine engineering applications. Because
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of fts primary importance, frozen ground m s  sot aside for one of the 

discussion groups. It Includes soil mechanics and other related engi

neering categories.

Ice and snow in the North detwnds special consideration as an 
engineering topic. It 1s a primary constraint 1n offshore design, pier 

design, facilities design, road construction, and any number of other 

civil engineering activitiesf The field is well developed with a small 

group of professionals and a considerable amount of literature. This 

topic was set aside for special consideration, particularly in regard to 

its Impact on northern civil engineering design.

Hydrotechnical engineering is well developed tn more temperate 

climates, hut faces peculiar problems in the North. Because of problems 

of snowmelt, 1ce forces, and other considerations In a remote region, a 

considerable number of particular techniques must be adapted for northern 

civil engineering design. The field was set aside to examine these 

techniques and their particular needs for research Including problems of 

surface water engineering with lakes and streams, and groundwater engi

neering.

The environmental considerations of engineering projects ht e been 

In the forefront in recent years; so much soT that a definition uf envi

ronmental engineering in the terms of northern civil engineering Is 

difficult. Me felt It important to Include this area as a topic for 

discussion. It covers a wide range of topics from rather standardized 

approaches of water and wastewater treatment to broader considerations 

of Implicit environmental factors In all civil engineering design In the 
North.

We felt it appropriate to have a topic which would act as an Inte

gra ter of the more special!red engineering disciplines, especially when 

applied toward* small-scale projects such as design and construction of 

municipal facilities. This group considered problems and peculiar needs 

of this field in the North* with much emphasis given to village sanita

tion and water design. It also included buildings, materials, logistics, 

and other contributions to civil engineering design.

The design cf large-scale transportation facilities has commanded 

much attention of both the engineering profession and public in the past 
few years. The resource and transportation facilities, design and con

struction, group attempted to address the special needs of this topic.



They relied heavily on the recent experience of the trans-Alaska pipe

line design. Their discussion provided another valuable Integrative 

outlook on many facets of civil engineering.

Group Objectives

Each of the six topical groups was asked to address the following 

six objectives:

1. Briefly survey the current state-of-the-art of northern 

..1 v1l engineering.

2. Assess the prospective developments 1n the North which 

depend on civil engineering,

J, Assess the status of current and prospective research 

programs in Canadian and U.S. universities and government 

research centers.

4. Provide a guide and rationale for research needs In northern 

civil engineering for the next decade and recwiwnd research 

priorities and appropriate strategies f i r  northern civil 

engineering research.

5. Evaluate current facilities for transfer of information 

related to problems of northern civil engineering.

6. Evaluate current application of research knowledge,

Scope

Civil engineering research 1s important In all northern countries 

Including the Soviet Union, Japan, and northern Europe in addition to 

United States and Canada. There are certain features of civil engi

neering design in the North that ire applicable to many areas of the 

world, particularly in the higher mountain regions. In order to contain 

our task and mate the workshop more efficient, we restricted the consid

eration of northern civil engineering design to those problems occurring 

In the northern U,S, and Canada. We were then able to take advantage of 

many well-established lines of conrnunication between professionals In 

each of the topic areas, concentrate on the lessons taught by the trans- 

Alaska pipeline and otJier targe projects, and assemble a large group of 

busy people In the most efficient way.
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Thus, the workshop Is * joint U.S.-Canadian conference of pro

fessional* In the universities, government, and private practice of both 

countries. By leaving out the other northern countries, the report Is 

somewhat uneven In scope and may not address the lessons taught from 

worldwide experience. However, a truly International workshop would 

have required a considerable amount of additional expense and effort.

Operation

The topic group reports can probably be better understood If a 

brief explanation of the operation of the workshop 1s given, The two 

organizers discussed the scope and nature of the workshop and selected 

the leaders for each of the topical groups. Their names and affiliation 

are giver in the 11st of participants.

We were fortunate in securing the services of people with many 

years of northern professional expedience. He met once with the group 

leaders ts an organizational conmlttee. We further defined the scope 

and Intent of the workshop and chose the other participants. Each was 

selected for expertise 1n northern engineering; nearly all were able to 

attend trie workshop. Approximately five participants were assigned to 

esch of the si* topical areas. We attested to achieve a balance 

between U.S. and Canadian participants on one hand and [>etween govern

ment, university, and private participants on the other. Each of the 

groups spent a considerable amount of tfme with prior preparation and,

1n some cases, prepared written doctanents for consideration by the 

entire group before arrival at the workshop.

The first day of the workshop was given to a brief presentation and

discussion of each of the six topics. At the end of the first day the

entire group had a good knowledge of the scope and purpose of each of 

the other groups and could understand their part In the workshop ac

tivities. The entire second day was an Intensive effort of drafting and 

redrafting the report of each of the topical groups. The final result 

Is close to that presented here, although we have made several winor 

editorial changes for the take of clarity and consistency. We have
tried to prewrva much of the ton tent f tone, and philosophy Of the

original group report.
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The third day had a final swrary by each of the groups, and a 

final discussion of the nature of the total report and Its distribution. 

All of the reports Mere submitted by the end of the 7h days except for 

some minor revisions which came 1n several weeks later.

We feel the group did an outstanding Job and displayed an unusual 

amount of dedication. Everyone worked extremely hard during the 2H 

days. We think the result speaks for itself.

Robert F. Carlson 

N. R. Morgenstern
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ICE AND SNOW ENGINEERING

PROSPECTIVE DEVELOPMENT

Resource development, particularly offshore ol and gas production, 

is the principal reason that dvtT engineers need an Increased capability 

for ice and snow engineering. There 1s a growing requirement to move 

farther offshore and to extend the working period further into the fee 

season. This Industry Initiative 1s providing strong motivation for the 

research necessary to develop this capability. Interest in this work 1s 

shared by government because of Its responsibility to approve* regulate, 

and monitor development 1n ice-affected waters.

Exploitation of petroleum fields and mineral deposits in North 

1s increasing the need for shipping and extending the navigation season. 

Active consideration Is being giver to LNG tankers and Ice-strengthened 

cargo and ore carriers. This shipping activity will require terminals 

and docking facilities 1n the North. It will also establish the need to 

manage 1ce in navigation channels, harbor areas, and about drilling and 

production platforms. Thus knowledge of the properties and behavior of 

1ce and Ice covers is essential.

Working fr«i 1ce covers tor activities such as drilling and laying 

subsea pipelines 1s proving to be feasible In many areas. A good Ice 

engineering capability must be developed In order to make maximum use of 

Ice covers and platforms for such purposes.

Along with resource development has come the demand for Increased 

support services. Improved quality of life for the northerner, and the 

development of hydroelectric power. All these activities provide 

Justification for Increasing our capability to handle the associated fee 

and snow problems. These Include facility layout, use of fence:, to 

control snow accumulation, snow removal, and design of hydraulic structured 
to minimize ice problems.

Many industry research initiatives provide potential opportunities 

for conducting studies that are of great academic interest. An example 

is the need to model the behavior of the arctic pack Ice 1n nrder to 

h«*e * predictive capability for determining when it might endanger a 

drilling activity or seriously affect ship movement. Every effort



should be made to take advantage of these opportunities to help reduce 

the logistic overhead of basic research.

OVERVIEW

Ice and snow are major features of the northern environment. Both 

a detriment and a resource, they must be taken Into consideration in the 

planning, design, construction, and operation of engineering efforts.

The engineer must have a good knowledge of their properties and behavior 

in order to reduce their detrimental effects and to make full use of 

their value as a natural resource.

Northern engineering experience has clearly identified problems 

involving snow and 1ce for which knowledge and capability are required.

An urgent need is information on the lateral and vertical fcrces exerted 

by ice covers. An understanding of the interaction between Ice and 

structures is necessary for the design of structures to be placed 1n 

rivers, lakes, or offshore. Also, hydroelectric development, flood 
control m^asurps, harbor facilities, and navigation channels require ar1 

understanding of the growth and movement of floating 1ce, evolution of 

ice covers, and factors controlling these processes.

Snow and ice can be used for the construction of roads, load sup' 

porting platforms, and pads on both land and water. More information is 

necessary for the design of these structures to ensure that they will 

perform effectively and safely. Methods of performance monitoring and 

maintenance should be better developed.

Snow presents a major disturbance to transportation, an effect 

magnified by remoteness and exposure. It 1s particularly important for 

northern civil engineers to fully understand how to reduce the disrup

ting effects of snow and how to remove it as efficiently as possible.

The control of snow deposition for such purposes as augmenting water 

supply or ameliorating the ground thermal regime should be mell understood.

In some areas, there is a need to be able to recognize avalanche- 

susceptible terrain in order to avoid such sites or provide suitable 

defence measures. Industrial and camtunity activity can cause ice fog 

at low temperatures. The engineer must be able to minimize this situa

tion or aHeviate already existing problems.



In several engineering irtis, there fs * need for relatively de

tailed information on the thickness and quality of Ice cavers, and the 

depth and water equivalent of snow covers. This information Is required 

to provide both a statistical data base for design calculations and for 

operational decisions. Remote sensing methods have been found most 

appropriate for this requirement. There is a need to fully determine 

those properties of both Ice and snow upon which the remote sensing 

methods depend such as electrical, optical, and thermal.

In the following section a brief state-of-the-art discussion con

cerning 1<e and snow problems in civil engineering 1s presented for each 

defined research category. A 11st of research needs 1s included for 

each probH . area.
The listed research needs have been given a priority of lt 2, or 3, 

Priority 1 Indicates an immediate research need, 2 a high research need, 

and 3 a moderate research need.

DISCUSSION OF STATE-OF-THE-ART AND RESEARCH NEEDS

Properties of Ice and Ice Covers

$tate~of-thc-Art: Civil engineering work on and In ice-dominated 

water requires a good knowledge of ice properties and factors controlling 

its growth, decay, strength, and movement. This knowledge is needed to 

establish design criteria and to provide a real-time predictive cap

ability when ice Is being used as a structural utaterial or when it will 

interfere with engineering activity.

Good progress If being made in determining the deformation behavior 

and strength of fresh water ice and their controlling factors. Rela

tively Httle is known about these properties for sea ice. Work has 

only recently begun on measuring thermal wind and water current forces 

causing irov^ient of ice covers, and the response to these forces such as 

ridge and lead formation, and onshore rlde-up. There is a reasonable 

appreciation of tHe factors controlling the growth and decay of ice 

covers, but it Is necessary to Increase this knowledge In order to 
establish a good predictive capability.
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Fair to good capability exists for measuring the properties of ice 

in the laboratory but only a poor to fair capability exists for in situ 

measurements. Better methods for measuring stress and strain in ice 

cover*, and for accurately measuring movement and causa? forces should 

be developed. Progress 1s being made on measurement of the characteristics> 

properties, and movement of ice covers by remote methods.

Research needs: Sowe research needs and their priorities are:

1. Determine the properties and movement of ice covers and 

ice masses required for design purposes, taking Into 

account all the factors upon which they depend.

Particular attention should be given to the mechanics &f 

ridge formations. Priority 1.

2, Development of cost-effective methods of obtaining data 

on the characteristics and movement of ice ind ice 

cover*. Particular attention should be given to remote 

sensing methods which allow the rapid accumulation of 

Information required for civil engineering purposes.

Priority 1.
2. Development of a sea ice classification system lilt* 

that existing for freshwater ice. Priority 2,

4. Development of standartzed field and laboratory methods 

for ice cover and related environmental research. This 

will facilitate the comparison of field and laboratory 

investigations. Priority 2,

5, Measurement of the deformation behavior and strength 

of ice and ice covers, particularly for sea ice.

Priority 2.

Ice Forces on Structures

State-of-the-art: Until about ten years ago. most experience in 

installing structures in 1ce-covered waters had been acquired in more 

populated subarctic regions. There have been remarkably few failures of 

these structures, indicating perhaps either over-design or infrequent 

occurrence of extreme 1c e  conditions. The establishment of ice force 

design criteria for subarctic structures has been empirically based on 

successful experience and simple 1ce strength measurements, A nominal 

compressive ice strength of 2B00 kPa {400 psl) is extensively used but 

this value is not considered appropriate for arctic waters.
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Exploration for offshore hydrocarbons In 1ce-covered regions has 

provided the motivation for the extensive 1ee research conducted during 

the Ust ten years, The ability to design and Install structures using 

vertical cylindrical support legs has been demonstrated In Cook Inlet, 

Alasu. Design criteria for the ice forces exerted by the relatively 

war*, fast-moving sea ice were established by extensive laboratory 

testing and experimental pile flteasurements, The Cook Inlet platforms 

were designed with a 2100 ItPa (300 psl) compressive stress value but 

actual ice-stress measurements Indicate a value less than 1403 kP* {200 

pst).
To develop a rationale for the design nf vertical-faced structures 

in arctic waters* extensive experimental and theoretical work has been 

conducted, Ice-crushtng phenomena have been investigated with inden

tation tests on both arctic and subarctic fee with W e n  ter? up to 3.7 ro 

wide. Good progress has been made In developing mathematical models for 

1ce crushing using constitutive laws for ice strength obtained from 

laboratory biaxial and trlaxtal tests, Reasonable agreement has been 

obtained between the mathematical models and the Indentation tests for 

specific ice types, temperatures, strain rates, and Idealized perfect 

contact. There 1s a need to extend the work to other 1ce types (parti

cularly sea ice) and also to account for random contact between ice and 

structure. The effect of structure width 1s not fully understood.

The ability to successfully design and Install dredged Islands to a 

water depth of 13 m in the Beaufort Sea has been demonstrated as fiftee*' 

islands have been built to date, Measurement of ice stress acting on 

these Islands Indicates that ice-crushing stresses are much lower on a 

wide structure than on a narrow structure. Random contact and non- 

slmultaneous ice failure across the structure width are possible expla

nations, but the phenomenon needs further investigation. Observations 

of 1ce actiun on Islands indicate that extensive ice rubble develops 

around these shallow-water islands. It is not clear whether the re

frozen ice rubble (which is generally grounded) actually protects the 

Islands from ice forces or leads to ice farce magnification.

Islands with shallow freeboards and sloping beaches ire su.ceptfble 

to ice ride~up even though problem of ice rlde-up onto islands 1n the 

Beaufort Sea have not been experienced to date. Current research 1s
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aimed at a better understanding of the mechanisms which limit ice rl de- 

up, A reliable predictive model Is not yet available.

Structures have been designed for the deeper waters of the Beaufort 

Sea (out to 60 m). These have been of conical shape to encourage the 

ice to fail at lower forces 1n bending rather than crushing. Ice action 

on conical structures has been extensively studied using theory and 

experiment. Experimental studies have been carried out both in model 

tanks and In a large outdoor test basin. In the test basin* ice up to 

60 on thick has been pulled against an instrunented 45° angle cone 3 m 

in diameter at the water line. Good agreement has been obtained between 

theory, model, and basin tests, cor optimization of the design of 

conical structures, further study into the effects of cone angle and 

friction 1s desirable.

In the Beaufort Sea* the Interaction of multi-year ridges with 

structures will likely be the governing design condition. Ridge inter

action with conical structures has also been studied using theoretical 

and physical modeling. Probably the biggest uncertainty 1n this area 

relates to the geometry, size* and strength of multi-year ridges.

Extreme ridge sizes have been determined from field surveys and beam 

test, have been conducted on multi-year ice. However, until a statistical 

model for ridge and structure interaction is developed* structures are 

likely to be designed conservatively.

If ice freezes to sloping structures, bending failure can be 

inhibited resulting In magnified ice forces. Some work on the measure

ment of adfreeze strengths has been conducted. Further work is needed 

to investigate the effect of coatings and heat to reduce adfreeze.

The design of structures for the less severe ice conditions of most 

northern lakes and rivers is now probably within the capability of civil 

engineering. However* because of inccnplete understanding of ice 

forces, these structures are likely to be over-designed.

Research needs: Some research needs and their priorities are:

1. Extend the investigations of Ice crushing against narrow 

vertical structures to include the effects of ice type, 

ice temperature, strain rate, ice thickness, structure 
width, and degree of contact between fee and structure. 

Priority 2.
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2. Develop a stochastic approach for Ice crushing against 

wide structures. Priority 2.

3. Establish the fee ridge thickness and strength to be used 

for design as a function of probability of occurrence at 

various water depths and locations. Priority 2.

4. Determine the mechanism of fee clearing around a wide 

structure and the Influence of ice rubble on ice- 

stmcture interaction. Priority 2 ,

5. Develop and prove a model for predicting ice ride-up onto 

low freeboard structures such as artificial Islands. 

Priority 2.
6. Determine frtctfOrt and adfreere strengths between ice and 

typical materials of construction, and investigate coatings 

to reduce friction and adfreere. Priority 2.

Ice Control for Navigation and Harbors

State-of-the-art: The development of ice control methods in the 

Upper Great Lakes has attracted a considerable effort but very little 

attention has been given to far northern areas. The ice control methods 

being studied and used Include air bubble systems, manmade islands, air 

curtains, dusting techniques. Industrial waste heat, and ice booms. 

Information is also available on the use of a!r bubble systems in 1ce- 

covered sea water. Investigations on 1ce control about drill ships In 

the Beaufort Sea have been carried out but this information is pro

prietary. Studies are being carried out to determine the effect of ice 

control methods on the environment, A special coating has been de

veloped to reduce the adhesion strength of Ice to navigation structures. 

Research needs: Some research n*?eds and their priorities are:

1. Develop systems for retarding ice growth on structures 

such as navigation locks, ships, aids to navigation;, 

and at hydro power plants. Priority 1*

2. Develop a modeling capability for the study of Ice

control systems in harbors and connecting channels.

Priority 1.

3. Develop methods of keeping navigation lock entrances

free of ice. Priori ty 1,

*. Determine the Impact of the spill of oil or other

hazardous materials on the environment and investigate

methods of removal. Priority 1.
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5. Develop design criteria for air bubbling systei.s to 

suppress ice. Priority 2 .

6. Develop environmentally acceptable methods of utilizing 

industrial waste heat for suppressing ice. Priority 2,

7. Determine the physical and mechanical properties of 

brash 1ce, Priority 2.

B, Develop design data for ice transiting vessels. Priority 
2,

9. Develop techniques of ice control for offshore structures, 

Including platforms. Priority Z.

Investigate the possible Increased tendency for pressure 

ridge formation due to navigation and Its Influence on 

bottom and shoreline erosion. Priority 2.

Investigate the use of natural ice for docking facilities. 
Priority 3.

Develop methods of advancing the spring breakup of harbor 
ice covers. Priority 3,

Investigate methods of controlling Ice during Ice-breaking 
operations. Priority 3.

Determine the environmental effects of vessel discharges 

fn ice-infested waters. Priority 3,

Ice Cutting, Removal, and Excavation

State-of-the-art; Several engineering problems require a capability 

for cutting and excavating ice or removing it from structures. These 

Include the cutting of trenches for placing subsea pipelines from Ice 

covers, excavation at ridges 1n road construction, cutting and removing 

ice to prevent or relieve ice forces, removing built-up Ice from structures 

such as wharfs or drilling platforms, and mining for construction of 
winter roads,

Research needs:

1. Study of the rachInability of ice and the factors upon 

which it depends. Priority 2.

I .  Development of equipment for cutting and excavating ice. 
Priority 3.

3. Study of factors controlling the strength of adhesion of 

1ce to materials and the means for reducing the bond 
strength. Priority 3,

1 0 .

u.

13.

14.
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Ice Crossing. Platforms, and Structures

SUte-of-the-art: Ice covers «nd built-up platforms ire now used 

extensively for roads, offshore drilling, support of construction 

activity* airstrips, end material storage. Design for this use 1s 

mostly empirical, based on previous experience and field testing. 

Reasonable progress 1s being nude on the development of an anaVttcal 

basis for design. Yet it 1s neither possible to specify the level nr' 

safety present for a set of conditions nor the effect of all factors 

that determine the bearing capacity.

Research needs: Some research needs and their priorities are:

1. Establish design criteria* standards of performance, 

and guidelines of use and maintenance. Priority 1.

2. Investigate the response to dynamic and noting loads 

including fatigue effects. Priority 1*

3. Develop Instrumentation for rapidly determining ice 

thickness and quality. Priority 1,

4. !>avelop mean* for connuriieating Information, particu

larly that concerned with safety, to the user level. 

Priority 1.

5. Determine the dependence of the oeartng capacity on 

the properties of the platform or ice cover including 

thickness, type and homogeneity of the ice, structure, 

nature and distribution of cracks, temperature and 

change in temperature. Priority 2,

6. Investigate the use of reinforcement and determine 

Its contribution to bearing capacity and sefety.

Priority I .

7. Measure the deformation and strength behavior of 

"built-up” 1ce types. Priority 2.

8. Investigate the behavior of Infinite and semi-infinite 

ice plates and beams* and correlate results obtained 

on flexural strength. Priority 2.

Winter Roads

State-of-the-art: In the ne*t decade, considerable pipeline work 
friz* convicted snow or 1ce road* may be undertaken in the North* M»ich 

of the terrain along the Me&ka Highway pipeline route is 1ce rich and 

Will need protection from pipeline construction traffic, fcoth proposed
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routes to transport Mackenzie Delta gas south will require winter 

construction using compacted snow or ice roads.

Use of snow and ice roads is well documented. They are capable of 
handling all types of highway traffic and often carry loads exceeding 

highway load limits, in nonpermafrost areas, traffic usually is an 

important factor in determining the type of road since a certain amount 

of terrain damage is trad>tionally acceptable. In permafrost regions, 

protection of the terrain fs a very significant factor. The knowledge 

of construction and operation techniques of winter roads probably 

exceeds what Is used 1n practice.

Experiment And practice has shown large diameter pipelines can t *  

built from compacted-snow work pads with the underlying terrain ade

quately protected. Cost required to achieve the necessary load-bearing 

capability or terrain protection is usually the determining factor when 

considering a winter road for a particular purpose. Costs range from 

11,000 to i 30,000 per mile, depending on the type of road required and 

the availability of snow and water at the construction site.

Winter roads and ice crossings will continue to play an Important 

role in supplying remote communities, arctic and subarctic seismic wor^, 

exploration and development, and the forestry industry.

Research needs: The principal needs relate to demonstrations of 

pipeline construction from winter roads and work pads. For winter roads 

some research needs are:

T. Research and define the acceptable level of dis

turbance that can be tolerated for given types of 

permafrost and nonpermafrost terrain. Priority 2,

2 , Develop and document the method of constructing winter 

roads from "ice aggregate'* mined from ice covers of 

witer bodies. Development and evaluation of aggre-

9*ting equipment is also required. Priority 2.

3, Dtvelop and evaluate construction equipment and methods 

for winter road construction over pressure ridges

and other rough sea ice. Priority 2.

4, Develop procedures and equipment for the construction 

of winter roads and wort pads for all the climatic 

conditions four.d in the North, Determine ways to 

minimiz t the cost and duration of construction in 

areas or times of ’ow snowfall. Priority 3.



Snow Removal and Ice Control

State-of-the-art: Snow and ice accusation on the land mass in 

northern areas can inhibit operations and development but does not 

usually represent a limiting condition except In coastal or mountain 

areas. Capability exists for control of snow accumulation by passive 

defensive structures, for reduction of drift potential around structures 

by design using modeling techniques, and for snow clearance using current 

mechanical technology. This capability requires further attention to 

improve efficiency, effectiveness, durability, and dependability of 

equipment used to clear haul roads, built-up areas* and railroads, and 

the application of snow fences to control deposition tc augment water 

supplies or to modify the ground thermal regime.

Research needs: Some research needs and their priorities are:

1. Establish the scaling criteria necessary to use the

results of laboratory modeling of snow drifting for

the design of field installations. Priority 1.

2. Evaluate effectiveness of single and multiple fence 

systems for controlling snow drifting to achieve the 

desired purpose, and establish least-cost design for 

a variety of climatofogical parameters. Priority 2.

J. Develop guidelines for design of northern conmunitfes 

to avoid snow accumulation problems covering, for 

example, such aspects as placement of above-ground 

utilities, location of roadside furniture, and a I loanee 

of adequate space for storage of cleared snow. Priority 3.

4, Increase snow removal capability by design of Improved

equipment applying knowledge of snow mechanics, de

veloping this knowledge where necessary such as in the 

case of deformation rnecha^ics of snow under hiijh loading 

rates, and by development of improved clearance pro
cedures, Priority 3.

.Bfd lcc loads on Structures

State-of-the-art: The art of predicting snon load! for roof design 

has advanced in the last twenty years. Yet prediction of the amount and 

distribution of the load for design purposes remains difficult and 

unsatisfactory, became of the almost infinite variety of structure 

shape, climate, ard wind exposure. Modern codes such as the *ationai
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Building Code of Canada contain reconnendations for uneven loading on 

roofs based on roof shape, but these must be considered as very approxi

mate. particularly for unusual roof shapes or unusual shelter or ex

posure conditions, Extremely limited data are available for design of 

offshore structures to provide for accumulation of atmospheric icing, 

and ttiere is a similar lack of data on atmospheric icing of poweiHnes 

and tall structures across the northern land mass.

Research needs: Some research needs and their priorities are;

1. Consolidate knowledge and undertake further studies

on the dependence of snow and Ice loads on sire, shape, 

and orientation of structure, climate, and terrain* 

including further development of modeling techniques 

for design purposes. Priority 1.

2 Increase the density of the reporting network for 

snowfall and atmospheric ice accumulation and build 

up sufficient years of record for prediction of snow 

accumulation and Icing events, and for the design of 

structures. Priority 2.

3. Determine adequacy of present methods of measuring

and recorofng snow and 1ce accumulation, developing

new devices if warranted. Priority 3.

Ice Fog

State-of-the-art: Control of ice fog may not be truly a dvll 

engineering problem, but its occurrence can disrupt construction activ

ity and is often associated with the operation of facilities installed 

by civil engineers. Because or the disrupting influence It can have on 

activities 1n the North, the civil engineer should Lie knowledgeable of 

its causes and how to help control 1t,

Ice fog is caused by particulates that act as condensation nuclei 

when discharged Into air at low temperatures, Conrnon sources are 

vehicle e/hayst and power plants. Open water from cooling ponds end 

drainage channels provides an addea source of water vapor available for 

condensation. Considerable technology exists to reduce particulate 

discharge, and attention has been given to ameliorating ice fog in the

Fairbanks area. A demonstration of scrubber technology as a Fw?ans of

reducing ice fog generated by coal-fired power plants In Interior Alaska 

is now being carried out by the Institute of da ter Resources, the
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Geophysical Institute, and the Department of Mechanical Engineering of 

the University of Alaska.

teseifwj r ^ t : Some ■'esearch needs and thetr priorities are:

i, Monitor applications of current technology to determine 

adequacy of present practice for controlling 1ce fog,

*>id Identify additional necessary research. Priority 3,

I * Study of the characteristics of Ice fog in given regimes

under various conditions. Priority 3,

Avalanches

With Increastng activity in mountainous regions, there will be a 

growing risk fro* avalanches. Avalanches, however, do not always 

require mountainous terrain. Slush flows on gradual slopes can alco be 

a hazard.

There is appreciable expertise concerning avalanches and avalanche 

defense, as well as a requirement for avalanche research in the South. 

The principal need at this time 1s for the dvil engineers to be able to 

recognize potential avalanching situations in the North, including slush 

flow, and to demonstrate the applicability to northern situations of 

knowledge being developed in the South,

CURRENT AND PROSPECTIVE RESEARCH

The potential exists 1n university and government research centers 

for carrying out the ice and snow research identified ir. this study. 

There is a need to be able to coordinate this capability, particularly 

for major field programs, and to augment it in selected areas to provide 

required manpcwer and to ensure sufficient expertise to meet future 
need:.

FACILITIES FOR INFORMATION TRANSFER

The M g h  level of northern civil engineering activity in the past 

decade* and a longer sustained interest in northern research by several 

organisations, has fostered good means for the transfer of technical
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information applicable to engineering problems Involving ice and snow.

[n the U.S. , f.RRFL has supported or undertaken considerable research for 

nearly thirty years. Most of this work is published in Its report 

series and is readily available through WTIS. The National Research 

Council of Canada has undertaken a lower level of effort for a similar 

period.

In Canada, the Associate Committee of Geotechnical Research of the 

National Research Council has fostered development at the geotechnica1 

field, including snow and ice, since 1947. U s  subcommittee on snow and 

ice has held regular seminars, providing opportunities for presentation 

of research results. Seminar proceedings have been published In the 

CoiTfnlttee's Technical Memorandum series.

Several journals in both the U.S. and Canada provide outlets for 

reports of snow and ice investigations. These Include the Journal of 

tht American Society of Civil Engineering, the Canadian Geo technical 

Journal, the Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering, and the Journal cf 

the Engineering Institute of Canada.

Several organizations hold occasional or regular meetings on snow 

and ice problems. These Include the International Association for 

Hydraulic Research, the Port and Oceans Engineering Conference, the 

International Glaciological Society, the American Society of Civil 

£ngineer1figt the Canadian Society of Civil Engineering, and the Trans

portation Research Board of the [U.S.) National Academy of Sciences.

A need exists to introduce civil engineers to northern engineering 

during their formal academic training. Few courses have been estab

lished that address the properties of sno* and 1ce as a material, the 

use and influence of snow and ice In northern dvil engineering, and the 

design of Installations to minimize adverse effects due to snow and ice.

CURRENT APPLICATION OF RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE

Tne applies non of research knowledge on snow and Ice varies for a 

variety of reasons, *here technical and economic feasibility are de

pendent on snow and Ice research, application of research knowledge is 

trrmediate. for example, in those problem for which fee is a major
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constraint, new knowledge can be applied in a rapid and direct manner.

In fact, much work Is being carried out *s a direct result of this need* 

and the studies are directly associated with the conceptual design 

process or improvement In operational procedures.

In areas where the economic benefits are not so visible, the 

application of research results depends largely on the initiative of 

individuals. The integration of research results into routine engineering 

practice then become* a relatively slow process. More rapid progress in 

the development of capability to deal with ice and snow problems could 

probably be achieved by giving the civil engineer more information 

conferring these materials in university courses.
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FROZEN GROUND ENGINEERING

INTRODUCTION

This section of the workshop teals primarily with oeutechnlcal 

aspects of frozen ground engineering. The major areas of application 

w' Lhin the civil engineering field that have been examined in innns of 

the geotechnical implications are: development of northern comnunlties, 

resource development, and transportation facilities,

ASSESSMENT OF PROSPECTIVE DEVELOPMENTS

The prospective developments in the ne*t decade which will oe 

significantly influenced by the results of geotechnical research are: 

the upgrading of existing communities and construction of new conanu- 

nitiesi resource development including petroleum, mining, and hydro

electric works; and transportation facilities including pipelines, 

roads, railroads, bridges, harbors, and airstrips, The largest .Ingle 

projects in the next decade will be construction of pipelines that have 

been approved or are currently in the planning and application phase. 

Tfrese project* dominate on on Individual basis but smaller undertakings, 

when considered 'in aggregate, will be at least of equal magnitude ar.d 

will also benefit greatly from' geotechnical research,

STATE-OF-THE-ART

The thrust of frozen ground geotechnical research aver the past few 

years ha^ shifted from scientifically oriented studies to prgject- 

oriented research. Field testing and monitoring of performance Is 

Increasing but not &l the pace that it Should. The most important and 

cost-etfectlve research is monitoring and analysis of tfte perfcnuanc* of 

existing works. Laboratory researcn snd the development of adequate 

theory remain important but their benefits will be realized only when 

the results are related to actual field performance*
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INFORMATION TfUUJSftR

Technical journals, seminars, workshops, and conferences appear to 

provide adequate information transfer related to problems of northern 

civil engineering. While engineers In the field may be cut nff from 

soiw? of these sources, most Information 1s accessible if one makes the 

effort,

The engineering conrnmity has been only moderately successful In 

anticipating future research needs. The most urgent reeds have been 

exposed during construction and have been addressed by trash programs or 

compensated for by over-design. This underlines the urgency for field 

performance monitoring and full-scale field testing.

The following sections contain research recomnendations for 20 

Individual aspects of frozen ground engineering. These have h*en 

classified Into four broad groups: terrain evaluauon, frozen ground 

behavior, analysis and design, and construction and performance.

R£S£ftPCH NEEDS

A . Terrain Evaluation

Evaluation of the surface and subsurface conditions is an Integral 

part of the planning and design of northern projects. While the extert 

of evaluation will vary with the sfie and type of the project, the 

requirements ringe frwt the collection of general information on land 

forms over a relatively Urge area (for site or route selection) to 

the site-specific data required for design and construction. The 

current metfiodi of evaluating both the Targe and limited areas are 

considered too slow, too costly, and Inadequate,

Terrain analysis consists of identifying landfotms by airphoto 

interpretation and subsequent definition of variations by field obser

vations, geophysical surveys, and soil borings. In permafrost areas the 

mapping of landforms H  difficult because the geotechnical and hydro

geotec hnleal parameters relate directly to the p r i n c e  or jfctence of 

permafrost. Permafrost distribution does not always relate to landforr. 

and vegetation patterns from aerial photos. However, aerial photos and 

field observations still form the basis for the major Identification of
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landforms. More rational landform mapping is needed, wel* in advance of 

design.
Northern drilling and sampling permafrost soil require different 

techniques than in temperate regions. Technology to drill and sample 

permafrost is available but sampling gravel still remains * probl«. 

Logistic support, ircluding refrigeration for both drilling and sample 

storage, Is a significant factor in planning and executing field pro

grams While large projects can utilize ultra-light rigs witn sub

stantial depth capabilities, small villages will continue to be plagued

by the lack of suiUble equipment.
While there have been many Improvements 1rt techniqjes and equipment 

In recent years, tht requirement to avoid any damage to the surface 

vegetation tits curtailed many former drilling practices. Thus one must 

obtain the Informat'on using Ught-weight drills moved by helicopters,

rtanote sensing techniques, pr geophysical equipment. The extreme

variation in the horizontal and vertical distribution of ground ice, ice 

lenses, and permafrost favors the development of equipment which can 

assess conditions over large areas, rather than the collection of data 

fron a limited nunber of drill holes.
A variety of geophysical equipment which can assess the presence 

and depth to permafrost under land* water bodies, and offshore 1s 

presently available, but such equipment must he light weight and, 

preferably, airborne. Geophysics can greatly improve the quality and 

continuity Of subsurface Information and substantially lower the tost of 

exploration programs. Research is needed to permit the quick training 

of operators* so data on soil type and extent of ice may be defined and 

extended frori bore holes.
While most soil/permafrost data is still obtained from bore holes, 

geophysical methods can quickly indicate the following information as a 

function of depth:

1. temperature

£. frozen or unfrozen state

3. 1ce content

4. soil density

5. soil type
6. strength

7. flther engineering properties such as seismic parameters,
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Geophysical analysis, however, Is stilt not extensively used in 

support of subsurface exploration for permafrost. This situation is not 

due to a lack of equipment or theory, but rather to the unfami1iarlty of 

engineers with the capability of such equipment and the lack of detailed 

reports showing successful field applications.

Definition of pennafrost conditions in offshore areas can be 

obtained by marine geophysics utilizing petroleuiti, mining, and ground 

geophysical techniques. More extensive jsp of geophysical equipment can 

be expected in the next decade.

Boring Information can be supplemented by standard or cone peie- 

trometers for delineation of frozen or unfrozen soils, strata changes, 

and drivabHlty of piles, Down-hole pressure meter testing can be 

advantageously employed to define creep and strength properties. Field 

research Is needed to correlate and document how in situ testing can be 

economicaliy used to replace iaboratory testing.

WhiIf considerable progress has been made in the last decade in the 

development of laboratory testing techniques, more work is warrartted. 

Adequately equipped laboratories are now available in both commercial 

and research institutions. The major deficiency is the question of 

whether the results of a specific testing program are appropriate.

Field testing and performance data, Including failures, are required for 

correlation with testing of the same material in the laboratory. Such 

case studies are sorely needed, as are standard procedures for such 

tests as adfreeze bond strength, than consolidation, unfrozen water 

content, and frost susceptibility and heaving,

Although frost susteptabllity and heaving studies have been ex

tensively pursued far many years, there has been a substantial decline 

in this area during the past decade. This current trend should be 

immediately arrested and frost research expanded « U h  aspect to both 

basic and applied studies. The current pressing problems associated 

with the design of the proposed chilled gas pipeline have exposed the 

inadequacy of quantitative information on the significant design para

meters and on ways in which field conditions can be recogni/ed, miti
gated. or eliminated.
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li. frozen Soil Behavior

Economical, technically and ecologically sound design of structures 

in permafrost areas requires an adequate knowledge of the response of 

frozen soils to applied loads and to changes in temperature and other

environmental conditions. The response can. in principle* be determined

by laboratory and field tests and should preferably be expressed in a 

general form, using a limited set of experimental parameters* while 

satisfying the design requirements. The most valuable data on frozen 

soil behavior can be obtained by historical analysis of the itehavior of 

ful1-scale structures that have heen monitored and subjected to long
term observations.

The areas of major research interest related tc the design cf dvil 

engineering structures can be subdivided into the following headings:

1. Behavior under static loading,

2. Behavi or under dynamic loading,

3. Behavior under temperature changes involving change of
phase.

feehavior under static loading: Many studies on the Theological 

behavior and strength of frozen soils and ground ice have been under

taken in recent years. These studies have yielded a reasonable under

standing of the response of frozen soils to static loading, and have 

confirmed the strong time, temperature, and ambient pressure dependence 
of strength and creep properties.

Although a certain amount of data on frozen soil behavior has been 

accumulated in recent years, there is still a clear lack of reliable 

infontiation on Several fmportant properties and aspects necessary for 

the design of structures In permafrost. These include:

1. A general description of the behavior of typical frozen

soils, iuch as uniformly frozen sands, silts, and clays.

2. Effect of Ice lens structure on the behavior of frozen 
ground should be Investigated;,

3. Behavior at low (design) stresses and t \ near-zero

(natural permafrost) temperatures should be studied.

Better extrapolation methods to long-tern creep are 

needed (creep n^de: attenuating or steady state, as 

a function of temperature and pressure).
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5. Extrapolation to long-term strength, taking into account 

the effects of consolidation and Ice migration under 

pressure,

6. Comparison of field test and laboratory test data.

7. Back analysis of behavior of full-scale structures 

in frozen soils, and comparison of back calculated 

and tested parameters used in the original design.

Laboratory ^nd field testing for frozen soil properties should be 

given a continuous long-term support, in order to arrive ax a reliable 

ddta base that can be used in design, and to develop a testing 

methodology enabling one to obtain necessary design informalion effi
ciently.

This includes both basic laboratory research to provide proper 

answers for the above problems, as well as the development of rapid 

laboratory a1'- methods useful for the majority of ordinary design

problems. in between design parameters and actual ones back

calculated if ation of monitored structures should be giver a
first priority.

Behavior Under Dynamic Loading: The Liehavior of permafrost soils 

under dynamic loading relates to the design of dynamically loaded 

foundations on permafrost, the changes In permafrost properties re

sulting from dynamic or rapidly applied loading, and the liquefaction 

potential of recently thawed permafrost soils due to seismic and other 

dynamic effects. The behavior of frozen soils under cyclic and dynamic 

loading has received very little attention up to now, so design In

formation is, still very scarce. The problem of liquefaction has re

ceived considerable attention during construction of the Alaska pipe

line, Out little information is available in the public domain.
Research needs Include:

1, Basic studies on the Interaction beu*en high-frequency 
dynamic foundation loatfs and frozen ground.

2 , Reduction in shear and adfreeze strength and possible 

acceleration of creep cau'td by vibratory loadinos,

3, The liquefaction problem requires both basic research and 

observation of soir.e degrading permafrost areas and major 

structures, such as the Trans-Alaska pipeline. following 
any major seismic event.
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Behavior undeir,changes of temperature, involving c lunge of phase:

This heading covers both the thaw settlement and the frost heave problems, 

both of which are related to the f o n w t l w  and thawing of pore ice and 
ice inclusions in the ground.

Considerable effort has recently been directed to the field explo

ration, laboratory testing, and subsequent prediction of thaw settlement, 

Several projects have completed externive thaw settlement studies. A 

considerable amount of data nas been collected. Much of this Information 
is still unavailable in tne public domain.

Available evidence suggests that the models developed to predict 

the magnitude and rate of thaw settlement, and to Study thaw consoli

dation effects are capable of making realistic predictions. However, 

there is still a lack of we 11-documented, quarctltative case records that 
can be used to confirm or modify these models.

The initiation of a nwjor field-related project* coupled with 

laboratory and design-related studies, to investigate both thaw settle

ment and consoiIdat1on effects (wh*n thawing out natural permafrost) 

would be of great practical value in assessing the predictive capability 
of several design methods developed in recent years.

Since the 1930s, a great deal of theoretical, laboratory and field 

work has been undertaken in the study of frost heave, fet there Is not a 

Jiiethod for predicting frost heave t'ased upon tfie fundafnental phvslcs of 

frost action. Indeed, there is not general agreement as to what consti

tutes th* fundamental physics of frost action. Nevertheless, practical 

design methods have been developed mainly on the basis of many observations 

of structures subjected to seasonal freeling and thawing. These empirical 

methods are difficult to extend to continuous freezing situations such 

as under ch'll led, buried pipelines. There is presently no genera} 

agreement on how to predict heave for long-term (10-30 years) freezing 

situation'. In addition, tittJe 1s kno*n about the* water mlgratfon 

through frozen soils that may cause differential heave of a chilled pip? 
burled In thick permafrost.

Basically there are two aspects to a frost heave design. First, 

there Is geothermal analysis to determine where the frost front will be 

in the ground at various times. Second, there is the prediction of the
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amount of frost In wost casei, these two ana 1 ytic* 1 steps are

carried out separately, i'ven thougn they are intimately coupled in the 

Meld, [n iJUitTOvi, as tne load on the frost front is increased, the 

d.nount of ice actLtnoUtion decreases. At tne present time there Is no 

ttaory to explain eitnec ot tnese two ^aracter-fstks of a freezing soil 

5yst<srtt.

Consequently, a theory fs required by which frost heading can i>e 

predicted taking m u  account at leau:

1. *fve effect Of tne rate of irttve/ient of the frost front.

2. The erf«t Of load on the frost front

As far iS tne neave in peruufro>t ts concerned, there is virtually

no field data tf> conclusively arove or disprove theoretical prediction 

O1' -(j-iifJeraole of i chilled pipeline in pern*frost. This should

je c'lected in ttv_ field to see if the observed heaves correspond to the 

predictions by present theory.

■ lysis arvd_ Design

Analysis anti det+gn tar frozen soil conoition* involves a nwtifcer of 

j*0 technical cot.sfderattpns jeonhenwl analysts, dynamic loading.

< • ope statu 11 ly, ano foundation Jtsign. An analysis include1- Ljredictijr 

of [ft* active lajer thtckne**. freeing or tharting around pipes,

^ireU iftsulatiofl thickness, freeze time for slurry arounj ufles. and 

Kfie 1i*fig-t*rw permafrost t**npera tures in tne vie ml tv ^f rivers, 'a'esj 

jno previous conduction. The 4na ysis of :n>zen soil ra*Ponse t o  

JyTMiiiS lutdtftfts involve* ye termination of the appropriate latenal 

jroperties a I ong with a Suitapl* 4na ytk technique ftr pr-sdicting 

jrouno response to tne IttaJmg condition such as ^arthqaa*est nwcMr.t 
* toi*t icrs , or ala*tifiq.

Slop* stability is concerned « 1 t*i 'ttL̂ uds of inatysu and 

H M S u n d  snear strenqtr,* n^ded to quantify slope processes in order to 

.rev !*ie a iife design or to ûitJe remedial Pleasures for **i*tinq slutu**

Foundation design Involves th* seteLlton jf a systo* «ntcn „iTl 

'ransrei *nj ilistr^&ute load* ^ttng jn a structure t& 'tie supporting



frozen ground in such a way that stability Is maintained during the 

design life of trte facility. Each of the four areas is discussed 
briefly.

Geothermal regime analysis includes one-dimensional numerical 

metnods for most gectechnical problems involving freezing or thawing. 

Thermal properties for frozen and unfrozen soils are sufficiently well 

Vnown for most engineering applications. Exceptions include the thermal 

conductivity of frozen and tnawed granular fill materials end tne un

frozen water-content distribution in permafrost containing fine-gra ii.ed 

soils. The lacJt of a versatile finite-elemeiU computer model restricts 

the geothermal analysis &f more difficult frozen soil problems. These 

computer models, some of which are in the hands of private agencies, 

snould M  ^ade available for general use rather spending funds for 

additional programing. Determination of dynamic properties of frozen 

ground is an extreteiy difficult task, hence little information Is 

available on permafrost soils.

Seismic analysis In relation to permafrost suffers fror a lack of 

historical data on wnich to base designs. No analytic techniques have 

been developed specifically for predicting the response of frozen grnund 

to dynamic loading, otner tnar qeophy'ical techniques, PotertUi litfuo 

faction pro&lems In degrading permafrost areas subject to seismic and 

Jyiamic loads reed attention.

Slooe stability proLler.s include a lack of experience with structjrer 

founded on ;r in perrafrost slopes. Quantitative data on slope move* 

refits Is also required. Proprietary tnfonrutlon collected on tJ”e Alaska 

pipeline project and :^e Mackenzie valley gas project nas not yet been 

■nade available* To improve on the design configurations for structures 

placed or or ^  frost slopes, *e need a series of well-instrumented

field site* geareo to answer ouestions relative to slope movement 

mechanisms In oerwfrost. These snoula include slopes in thawing 

pe^^afrost and in frowi soli.
Foundation design in pe-^afrost ireas mu*t consider a number of 

deficiencies the current knowledge. Creep and 'org-terr strength 

data for undfiturued 'rozer soils It low stresses fO to LQOkP*) an^ 

firmer twnpe ̂  tu res 10 to nave no; .lee* available for foundation

4«ign, Attention sno^ld £>e directed tc tne mere troublesome fce-ric*. 

fine-gratred soils, ^arge-scale field tests on footings and pile foun

dations are needed to permit "np^o-flnent in the analytical nethods no*
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a m i a b l e  for design. These studies should Incite continuous monitoring 

for several years. Complete subsurface investigations with ground 

temperature records should be coupled with laboratory studies to define 

the creep and consolidation behavior of the froien soils at the test 

'ocation.
Long-term operating effects of thermopile device: [such as used on 

the Alaska pipeline] on the adjacent degrading permafrost arc not known, 

-he long-term response (both analytic and field performance) of laterally 

loaded piles in permafrosl needs attention. Information on pile group 

effects in permafrost is not available In the literature. The dynamic 

response of vibrating equipment su^oorted on piles in permafrost has not 

been addressed- Specific problems Include the long-term effects of 

vibrations and energy transmitted Into the pile 01. the adfreeze bond, 

unfrozen water content, creep properties, and ground temperatures, 

Guidance is needed relative to minimum r<le spacing, creep interaction 

between piles, and analytical design procedures for pile groups in 

permafrost-

D. Construction and Performance

Drainage and erosion: Control of drainage and erosion in permafrost 

areas is still in the formative stage. Only limited experience is 

available with respect to design and slje of culverts, and proper 

foundation preparation and construction procedures, particularly for 

large multi plate structures, most of wMch are plated in V.\» winter. 

There is a need to docusnent the culvert performance [including icings) 

and the effectiveness of erosion control measures so that adequate 

guidelines can be developed.
Granular borrow materials: Granular borrow material, ccworily mir-ed 

by the tna*-strip method and then stockpiled in the pit to drain, 

frequently freezes In the stockpile tefore use, *s a result, its 

Ijthavior ts difficult to predict. Therefore, efficient -iethods of 

stockpiling Stflect materials, i.e. deleting undesirable materials like 

silt and ice, should be investigated. Laboratory studies should deter

mine their drainage characteristics* the dependence of their properties 

ori gradation and water content* and the degree of compaction which c*n 

be obtained in the frozen state,
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Cold weather earthworks: Excavation, handling, placement, and 

compaction of frozen soils is a major consideration on most civil 

engineering projects but suitable equipment to excavate and compact 

frozen soils 1s not widely available. Little research has been done on 

the behavior uf compacted frujen soils. Although laboratory studies have 

teen conducted on the use of adduives, no large-scale field experiments 

have been carried out 1n North America, Research Is needed In tho 

following areas:

1. Laboratory studies oh th? behavior and properties of 

coapactel fine-grained soils (using chunk sizes that 

would be obtained frori a field excavation) when thawing 

and thawed,

2. Laboratory studies on the use of additives using soils 

as excavated 1n the field*

3. Development of excavation and compaction equipment 

specifically for frozen soils.

4. Field research on methods of stockpiling frozen fine* 

grained soils to allow thawing and use in the unfrozen 

s ta te.

5. Laboratory and field research on dredging frozen soils 

and on reuse or disposal of the dredged material.

Sol I-structure interaction: The loads imposed on a o u r i e d  p i p e l i n e  

(or long culvert) ana retaining walls depend on the natural soil and 

backfill. Yet little attention has been given to the properties of the 

backfill, whether frozen or unfrozen, loose or compacted, particularly 

within the temperature andi stress ranges normally encountered on pipe

lines at bends or permafrost interfaces. Creep properties Of frozen 

backfill, the properties of thawed, freezing and frozen backfill, and 

methods for modifying hackfill to allow I t  to y i e l d  when frozen should 

be i n v e s t i g a t e d  t o  better understand the loadings imposed on chilled garv 

pipelines In particular. Although well-established stress analysis 

techniques take soil loading into account to determine pipe stresses, 

input parameters relative to soil properties are not well understood. 

Thaw dew rid ray and freezeback problems in Arctic well casing design 

remain to bt' solved. Some analysis of the stresses induced in a pro

duction well casing in deep permafrost {caused by the formation of a 

thawed annulus} Indicate that for low shear-strength thawed soils,
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considerable strains t severe I per tent) and downd.-ag fortes on the 

casing may result. In addition, unloading and rebDJnd of the L nfro2en 

soil below the permafrost may cajse * stress di s conU nuity just below, 

and compression just abo*e, the base Of permafrost.

fveejeback pressures on the vising, dje to rtfreeziny of the thawed 

annulus during shutdown of a well cap. may inducr high casing stresses 

and collapse. Tne exact mechanism and analytical model has not been 

satisfactorily established.

Analytical mude's should be set up to correctly account for the 

possible behavior of frozen and thawed soils, and establish the im* 

portant soi 1 properties that affect casing stresses and *eli design. 

Laboratory studio dpi refolded and undisturbed frozen soils should be 

underu*en to estJDiish rjnyes for :..nese parameters arid the conditions 

under which we 11 _asing design problems may be anticipated.

Insular ion. Considerable field and laboratory research has been 

undertd*en to develop and evaluate insulation systems to provide thermal 

protection drains: m a w  settlement and frost heave of roads, airports, 

and *ork pads. Further nork Is required to assess the long-tenr per

formance of various tytJes of insulating materials* wtth particular 

emphasis on the use of foaoed- m-u 1 ace catcnals {sulphur, uretndf»et 

polystyrene]t conductivity values, and resistance to hydrocarbon de

gradation.

s u m m a r y

The most urgent need fo r  re se a rd i  in tne jtotechrvlcal f i e ld  i s  in  

the art a of t e r ra in  e va lua t ion ,  p a r t ic u la r ly  the development of new 

techniques or adapt a (1on of e x i s t in g  equipment to r a p id ly  and accu ra te ly  

determine the i o i l  p r o f i l e  and s i g n i f i c a n t  p ro p e r t ie s , I f  t h H  capa

b i l i t y  can tie developed and i f  it  can be counled witn a data base of 

f ie ld  performance, many problems of northern c i v i l  eng ineering  w i l l  be 

te tte r  understood „ Manjr other fleots^hnita I problems remain Lo he ,olvr l 

by f i e l d  and laboratory  research program*.

Each project has unique problems that may be site specifU  or t.ia, 

relate directly to the specif* need* of that prbJt&L. toe have attempted 

to identify tne most pressing needs,
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HYDROTECHMCAL ENGINEERING

STATE-OF-THE-ART

Hydrology of Northern\_ Regions and ftiver Systems; A limited hy d r o 1 oq 1 ca 1 

data base makes application of existing methodology tenuous. Because of 

sparse dat*i and absence of long-term continuous data, new techniques for 

predicting rjnoff flows and flow frequencies are needed. Processes that 

are temperature dependent, such as sno»nelt Infiltration into frozen 

soils, snonnelt runoff yield, and effect of lake ice on discharge, are 

not well understood, and therefore need additional research.

Demands on Northern Rivers: Problems associated with northern 

rivers are well known. There is a limited ability to solve these 

problems or predict their ccnsequences. Environmental duality standards 

applicable to warn reqtons £.re not necessarily applicable to cold 

regions, and Inert1 1s no established i>a$1s tor deviation frum southern 

standardsF

Hydraulic Structures and Hydro Power; Again, the overriding problem 

is lack of basic data needed to select sites for hydropower installations. 

The hydriiul k  problems associated with structures in cold regions center 

on ice and are reasonably understood. Innovative rockfill dam designs 

suitable to pernafrost and shield terrain are required. There are many 

project-Specific problens dealing with ice, but techniques exist to 

accommodate thejn im most cases.

in the cases of culverts and minor structures, the state-of-the-art 

mtfi respect to environmental aspects could be considerably improved.

So far, few major hydraulic strjctu'-es have oeen built >n the continues 

^t-tvidfroit zone, therefor-; tne expertise is rot well established in this 

area. Although perhaps not a research item, there is 4 great reed for 

Improved coverage of mapping, Aerial photognphy, and surficial geology 

to aid investigations of hydro .ite;.
Features and frehavior of River Channels; The influence of perma

frost and river ice On genmorphology of river Channels M i  been e>amir,ed 

on a sporadic basis, but there has been little systematic analysis of 

the differences between northern and souther* rivers. Small northern 

streams are often subject to the formation of aufefs (ice accumulations
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formed by s u r f t d a l  a c c r e t i o n ) . which can blo c k  th e  channel  a t  b r i b e s ,  

c u l v e r t s  or o t h e r  r i v e r  e n g i n e e r i n g  s t r u c t u r e s ,  L i t t l e  i s  known about  

tu e  e f f e c t s  o f  a u f e i s  on Stream morphology.

Hydraulics of River, .ake, and Sea Ice: formation of k e  Jams is 

poorly understood: and we ir? unable to predict location and associated 

flood stages except in very crude ways. H o w  measurement techniques 

during periods o f Ice movw*rit are difficult and limit understanding of 

peak flows. Instrumentation to measure Ice thickness remotely (without 

physical penetration! are available, but are not yet generally operational. 

Outlet flows from lanes with ice cower and ice cover format ion on rivers 

(downstream from lakes and reserve?irs) are poorly understood.

Coastal and Nearshore Processes and Facilities: *Je ha we limited 

ability to predict Interference with water Intakes by shore ice formations. 

Sea ice mowener-t, behavior, and ice scour in the coastal zone are not 

well documented. The dates of ice In* ice out, and extent of the shore - 

f$St ice ione are poorly known. Techniques for extending navigation and 

access to harbors a?id connecting channels are developing but many 

difficulties remain.
River ard Stream Crossings; Techniques for satisfactory design and 

construction of river a^d stream grossings hy roiids, pipelines, and 

Other corridors ar? generally available but are not always used, Main

tenance and repair of crossings on certain facilities have consumed 

large amounts of n-cney (the Alaska Highway is a good example}. There Is 

a r̂ eed. for better reporting of performance and experience with actual 

crosstngs, and for iderrtifkation of reasons for fallu.es, Area* of 

uncertainty 1n design Include predictions of bed scour and bank erosion 

In the presence of permafrost* the effects of trilled pipeline crowing'

01 subbed flows, and the enyironnwnta1 aspects of culverts,

PflOSPEUm DEVELOPMENTS AND PfKkJEC TS

In response to the objective* of the workshop, a brief outHne of 

prospective developments in the North * h kh  may require considerable 

hv^ri)technical design experience ar» g w e n  here.
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P i p e l i nes

a. Re-evaluation of hydrotochnical analysis of the Alyeska 

pTuject

b, Alaska Highway gas pipeline 

C* Dempster literal gas pipeline 

e. Polar gas pipeline 

Highways

a. Shakwak project, 1978-88 realignment and oaving of Baines 

Road and Alaska Highway north

b. Hard Highway completion 1932

c. Dempster Highway completion 1579

d. Alaska Highway realignment and paving

e. Mackenzie Highway continuation 

Ra11 roads

a, E*tendon of 6, C. Railway northward 1n £o YufcSfi under 

study

t>. TranS'Vulton to Alaska extension under study

c. Extension tn White Pass Railway under study

Coastal Facilities, port facilities, and infrastructure for 

transportation of resources from the Nortti

a. LNG facility, Arctic Islands

b. Beaufort-Delta oil and gas development

C. Labrador coast to Baffin Island, oil and gas developnerit

d. Arctic continental shelf (Alaska) oil and gas 

Hydropower developments

a. Under development;

JaiWS Bay

Me H o n  River 

Peace filver

Churchill fiiver (lower)

b, Under studyj 

Liard River 

Slave fiiver

Susitra fiiver Complex (Alaska1 

C h u r c h i l l  River ( S a ^ a t c h e w a n  ' 

t. Inventory:

Yukon River



Great Bear River

Solomon Gulch (Valdez)

6. Mining, oil, and gas exploration and municipal facilities will

continue to develop with hydrotechnica 1 impHtatfons,

CORfttNT AND PP0PSECTUE1 RESEARCH PROGRAMS

At a handful 1 of universities in the U.S. and Canada, there is 

scattered research relatrd to northern hydro technical problems. Most o f  

this research steins from Individual interest with d Few coordinated 

northern programs In ctvll engineering departments. In Canada, the most 

established program is Jt Laval; in the U.S.* Alaska and Iowa are 

prominent. The quantity of northern-related hydro technical research Is 

very small compared to similar activity in the U.S.S.R, Civil engi- 

neerlnq research has not been favored In comparison with other discipline, 

Government research in the U.S. Is dominated by CRflEL, *ith lesser 

efforts in several other fede'al aqencies. The CftftlL program is focused 

strongly on ice engineering wfth secondary attention given to hydrology.

In Canada, there Is no Institution comparable to CRREL. Hydroteehnical 

research is carried on or sponsored by a nunber i>f groups mainly in the 

Department of Environment. the Geological Survey, and the Department cf 

Indian and Northern Affairs. The total amount of research 1n Canada is 

relatively small and poorly coordinated,

Government research ruay be charaaeri/ed by the following factors:

1. In-house research groups In Canada are not doing enough 

a s s w M y  and 4ynthtsis--they operate much UVv univrrslty 

research groups. In general t.hefr programs are not 

subject to review by e*terna'i advisory c o m  ft ties

2. Feedback from practitioner* arhd users to research 

programs Is inadequate.

3. Canadian programs hive been hampered by continual 

organisational charges in certain depdrtrients Pro

posed further r*or jani n t ions appear to lad technical 
Justification,

In Canada, therp i s  no s in g le  uni t  to provide guidance and leadership in 

hydro techn ica l  research  corparab ie  to that provided by the ffflC Associate
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Osnrnttee In the yeotechnical field. In both U.S. and Canada, there is 

a trend for much more research by consulting o r & A i m i & n . largely 

directed by project rather than generalized needs. However, the contract- 
out policy has noc yet had a great Impact.

RESEARCH NEEDS

Some research needs in hydrctechnical engineering are outlined

below. Those thought to have an especially high priority are noted by 
an asterisk;

Hydrology

1. Improved simulation models for ungauged watersheds in 

northern conditions,

Applicability of conventional frequency analysis to data 
series for northern rivers.

Variation of precipitation with elevation in northern mountain 
ranges.

Dynamics and distribution of groundwater in the discontinuous 

permafrost zone, particularly as affected by development. 

Location of warm groundwater supplies.

Thermal regime and circulation dynamics in lakes and reservoirs. 

Sediment yield from northern watersheds, especially disturbed 
areas,

Pretfktibliftar of low flows.

Improved hydrometric instrumentation, particularly for moving 
ice conditions.

Hydraulic :egime of va<ley streams in perrrafrost terrain, 

Infiltration of soowmelt into frozen gound,

!iydraulic Structures_and Hydro Power

*1. Tailings dams: failures occur frequently due to loss of

Storage by icings, and icing of outlet structures.

Culverts: loss Of capacity and blockage due to upstrean

aufeisi 1*iC3Hpatib!l1ty between hydraulic and fish passage 
criteria on some streams.

Dams: development ol designs for zoned rockf111 dams without 

impervious cores for shield terrain when soils a r e  ^carci? and

2.

3.

4,

*5.

6.

7.

8. 
9 ,

10 ,
11 .

2.

*3.
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locket! in permafrost ( and cons true t ion seasons are short.

Materials: replacing imported with local materials.

5. Intakes: effectUenss of heating for it* control.

6, Effect of structural flexibility and compliance on fee force.

*7, Adaptation of hydro projects to meet environmental restraints.

Fea tun*s *nd Behavior of Hwer Channels

I, Response of permafrost channels to altered flows.

2. Channel pattern and hydraulic geometry under permafrost

condi nans.

3. Bank erosion, channel shift, and bed scour in permafrost

risers.

4„ Interpretation of fluvial features in penr.arrost terrain.

S. Relationship of river ice and iufeis to channel morphology.

*6. Scour and erosion related to ice jams and accumulations.

•7. lhernia 1 regime and groundwater flows in vicinity of permafrost

channels.

Hydrotechnical Aspects of Ice

*1. Control jnd prevention of aufeis.

*2* Prediction of ice-jam location, movement, arid associated flood

stages.

3, fraj’l ice formation, transport* and processes.

4. Predicting effects of thermal effluents on downstrear ice
condi Hons.

S. Predicting effects of river regulation and flow diversion' on
ice condi tions.

6. Measurement of ice thickness and other parameters by Indirect

means,

7. ice piling on shorelines, prediction by analytical means.
a. Ice cover deterioration and prediction of ice breakup and

clearing.

C M S  £41 and Searshur* rrocc-ists an*i facilities

ir far northern locations {n o r cn of the Arctic  C i r c le ; ,  sea ■ 

tne print ipa  i agent shaping the :oasta ] env irorment md a f fe it in g  

tructure*. T*iI . rs e spec ia lly  t rye Of Lhe c M S U l  areas In thr A r -  

U land *  and. ti j 1e^*?r extent, ttie Beaufort r,ea and Ba ff in  1 land Ey

contrast, in more temperate d r i '» ,  i t  ts genera l** wind a M  M l ,> ac-Jon 

*hi<n i r e  Lhe joverning agents in the coastal processes. Thy*, in tft* 

North, research c. the dyMidtef 4*d properr le i  of jea 1ce H  important,
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From an engineering standpoint, this research should be oriented 
toward the determination of the following;

1 . The effect of tea ice on structures founded on the seabed 

such as docks, pipelines, jack*up rigs, and monopods.

2. The ability of tea ice to act temporarily as a working 

plitform for exploration and construction activities.

3. The spatial and temporal distribution of s.ea ice as it

affects the sea transportation of material n e c e s s a r y  fo r

projects under consideration.

In general, the key to assessiny the ice environment is the avail

ability of long-term records with sufficient definition to enable 

adequate engineering decisions- Long-term periods of streamHow records 

are required to assess the economic level of developfnent ana safety of 

hydraulic structures. Likewise, lortg-tem sea ice data are necessary 10 

determine similar criteria for coastal facilities in the North.

While effort is being made to acquire long-term records ir. the 

North, the results tend to be scientifically rather than engineering

oriented. On a widespread scale, this effort is primarily undertaken by

Canadian government agencies. Additional data is acquired on an ad hoc 

basis by private industry (mainly the oil and gas industry^.

The data collection techniques used to date have generally lacked 

the necessary sophistication to provide Information of direct use to 

engineers. Hoover, research into Such techniques is being carried out 

and, in the next decade or so, the data base available to engineers will 

improve sfgnlfIcantly. This prognosis is based upon the prtmise that 

government agencies entrusted «ith the Tang-term data collection are 

fully attuned to tne reqiuirpments of tne engineer.

More specifically there is a need for the following:

1, Further development of remote sensing techniques such as 

SLAft imager/, satellite imagery, and aerial photo- 

gr*af***ietr/. Sucn techniques, when developed to provide 

. tigh degree of resolution and *ner applied on a 

continuing basts, should provide the engineer *tth ar. 

excellent data tuse, T^ese techniques should be able 

to give excel lent inf amotion on variations in enter-t 

jno thickness the sea ice cover, the sut kit! 

^opggrapny of t*>r Ice oover, the j cove water shapes
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and sizes of major ice masses, *nd the depth and fre

quency of ice scouring i n foreshore areas.

2. Develcpnient of on-Ice surveying techniques capable

of giving bathymetric and subbottom soils information, 

especially out to the 50 m water depth.

}. The development of techniques for determining the 

ijndervater profile of the normal ice cover and of 

major ice masses,

4 The in situ research into the creep characteristics 

of sea ice,

R1 v er_ a raj Stream C ross inqs

T, Better case studies of experience with scour at

bridge and pipeline crossings for developing improved 

cri terla,

2 . Case studies of performance of river training worts.

3. Effects of chilled pipelines on streamflow and grounds*ter.

r AC ILIT1 E.S FOR INFORMATION TRANSFER

Current Information transfer f*ci1tties, whit* perhaps adequate fur 

tne researcher, do not reach the practicing engineer. There is a great 

need for digesting material into a form that the engineer cen use such 

as tents, handbooks, monographs, In our opinion, preparation of such 

trtiterial should be treated a\ u hlgn research priority. In general, 

prattld n=g engineer* ire not even a*4re of many of the source of 

information that exist.

The preparation of bibliographic for specific geographic regions, 

as done by Boreal Institute tor the Yukon, should be funded, Nar« 

attention should be given to comprehensive Inclusion of dvll en^i * 

nee ring and water resource ite^s. Informal reuorts should be Included 

in bibliographies.

Much info- lation developed for specific project1, and by private 

organisations is not publicly avai (able, espe.: tally inAUsk, Fa. ihties 

should l* made available for a determined searching ut of source* and, 

where necessary, funds Should be provided for purchase of private in

formation. Blanket "classification" of masses of data snould be strongly
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discouraged. For major projects, a tine limit should be enforced on 

wftholding of noncommercial technical Information.

More attention should be given to translation uf tejcttaoks and 

monographs from the U.S.S.R, and other northern countries, A depository 

for technical information should be established In northern Canada, ss 
exists in Alaska.

CURRENT APPLICATION OF RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE

Current application of research knowledge is limited by access to 

tne research facilities and lack of validation on prototype engineering 

works. We recomnendi

1. The most important nerd Is to improve information transfer 

from researchers to useri.

2. In all areas, more attention Is required for monitoring and 

evaluating performance, and the publication of the results of 

such studies.

3. In many northern regions, current hydrolcglc and other base

line data is insufficient for present and prospective applications. 

Etote networks should be expanded consistent with research 

efforts to war* with limited data.
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PROSPECTIVE ttYELOPHEJUi

Resource recovery in the North* j ia r t ic u la r ly  in the energy f ie ld ,  

has gone on i u r  the past several years and can be expected to exert 

s ig n if ic a n t  pressure for development in the fu tu re. Northern petroleum 

and coat re se rv e s, a'i as the p o te n tia l fo r riydroel.eet r ie  and mining 

development? w il l  become ’ nc.reasingly mp&rtant In an fci.erqy-short 

world, O thtr developmental pressures can tse expected from a natural 

growth of e x is t in g  cannuntties (e s p e c ia lly  from tne Indigenous n ative 

population^ and * continued m ilit a r y  ^re^ence.

Development i n  the Nortn is  a c e rta in ty  and *■ 111 re q u ire  se /e ra l 

d iffe re n t  types o f coi'inunities *t>r  I t  to proceed. The^e range fran  

temporary co nstruction :antpst to jp g n d ln g  r^rvice^ in  e x is t in g  cornuni t e s, 

to b u ild in g  n*> permanent jw - in i  t ie ',. \o n a tte r w^at type of cwnnunlty 

is  r e q ilr e d  fnr   ̂ p a rt ic u la r  t> ~e .* development, environmental engineers 

w ill  be c a lle d  upo* to provide i wealthy tnd a e s t h e t ic a lly  pleasing 

environment ■ an eccn e^ 'tal fas* ion. As d e ta ile d  throughout the 

--emaindRr of tnts se c tio n , par*- , i i r  r e s p o n s ib ilit ie s  in clud e water 

supply, w a:'ew *tar :r-*  tmer t , > .■ : * jste  management, and other a c t iv it i? ? -  

related U  p ro te ct: )n ' J  v -  er.Yircnmt'it,.

current a m  prospective "*OOW C

1 1 1 t t ’e :rgoinq h ■■ «j■■ tfc'nq j.ar*- ■ ed out in tne p’ield Of

r^rthtim environmental sngineeT”i Zaneda, the Nortnerr. Techno 1 fig, 

Cfrtre of the Environmenta1 ’‘'•".A. ‘ ’ ;r Service cor trllutes appro* 1 mict1>

2,0  p r o fe s s  Una! w i- /e * r * ,  *n i e in v ie  the Col r1 Regions Re

search ^na Eng eermcj ^aDora:^-- an : n e  4r c t t c  Erv 'ron, * n ta l Research 

Laboratory O1' vie ErwironmentJl "'0 re c t i on Agenc- con tr ib u te  approximate! j 

■, 5 and 4 . ■ prtjfe itna nap-year , '■e'ipetlively* :omc environmental 

Jnc' ‘e^r 1 ng r ^  -'ar . i ; 31' c in d u c te d  j :  tne jn w e r s t t y  of A laska, 

'rt lv e rs ity  of -  e rta , m v e r n ty  if ''a rc n ic , ana Ecote P o l^ c h n < q u e , 

Tecnnolojiiza eva , j : v t  if  hi :emofis tra tton : f j  :e cts a re  often c a rrie d  

Out «  d ' " .  j f  ,"<!■ "'iq -’L rn i-u d ], ;,wermneiit. in d u s tr ia l develops n t i .

■v, * ■.. . . ,j*d\ y ■ w m e n t  i ^l^ent'*. ti#se effort*

snoufa rflttfive ;onnfiuw uppor* expansion.
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RESEARCH MEEDS

Three categories of environmental engineering research can be 
estate ished;

1. Identify the public health and environmental engineering 

effects, requirements, benefits, and coats for the 

North,

2. Identify needed modifications in the existing 

regulatory constraints.

1. Improve the economic, aesthetic, and health 

impact within the existing constraints.

jhe second area of research is often pursued to encourage mo^e

Stringent regulations. However, there are a considerable number of

unknown factors which, if they are better understood, may allow modi-

ffcation of existing guidelines and regulations without detriment to the

environment. With these cements in mind, several of the future research

needs in each of the seven subcategories of this study group are identified 
below

rfater Supply

The basic water supplies fn the North are subjected to natural 

constraints imposed by clifiate, soil, and in some cases topography.
1, Surface Water

a. The apparent abundance of surface *ater in many parts of 

„he Morth is often fnis leading, since supplies may not be 

available all year and are often of poor quality. Also, 

the high cost of procurement and distribution of water is 

a great concern to designers and operators gf water 

systems. It is extremely important that more effort be 

directed at the development, design, and practice of water 

conservation, reuse, and recycling techniques.

b. In order to reduce the extremely high cost of water dis

tribution systems, the entire Issue of conventional fire 

protection practices and the reliance on water to fight 

fTres Tn northern conmunities needs to be evaluated and 

acceptable alternatives developed.

c. Where surface water is used, particularly in low pre

cipitation areas, it is important that research on water
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supply augmentation techniques* such as induced snow 

accumulationt be continued.

d. In order to provide existing communlties with an adequate 

supply of potable water and to plan new cormuni ties, 

research is needed to develop predictive rode!s for water 

quality and quantity variations from a variety of surface 
sources.

e. Intake structures for water supply system , n the north 

have historically been subjected to difficulties in design 

for maintenance-free operation. Damage due to ice and 

wear from suspended sediment have required repair or 

replacement at frequent intervals. Research is needed to 

develop economic intake structures which assure continuous 

supply and little risk uf damage.

f. Economic methods of detecting open water sources below 

ice have been substantially improved in recent years. 

However, more development is needed to improve 

reliability and ease of operation for these detection 

techniquesT

g. The development of artificial underground reservoirs in 

permafrost areas is technically possible and may prove 

economical, The advantage of such a system is that it

.jses on-site materials. Further research should be performed 

to prove the usefulness of this concept. It should further 

te noted that such underground reservoirs in permafrost 

may have industrial application.

Groundwater

a. Groundwater is e desirable source where it is 

available. The quality varies from extremely poor to very 

good. In some cases* the conditions leading to these 

qualities are unique to northern conditions* Situations 

such as isolation from surface waters, direct percolation 

through permafrost areas, and the slower deterioration of 

buried organlcs are examples* Well failures due to thawing 

of permafrost have also been identified as a problem,

b. Econcirtical detection and quantification of water under or

in frozen ground is an important task for continued research.



c. The potential for using water beneath lake or river

recharfe areas In permafrost regions needs further research.

d. Cf itirtued geothermal source Identification is an important

aspect with regard to water supplies. Potential savings 

in halting requirements could be considerable.

3. Saline and Brackish Water

Economical (capital and 0 & K) systems for production of 

potabla water in remote cold areas (where nearly dll 

sources are saline) have not been perfected. The techniques 

must he simple, inexpensive, and not labor-intensive.

Applied research using natural freezing techniques may 

allow Creation of artificial sources.
Water Treatment

Water treatmwt technology can usually rely on conventional pro

cesses which are modified for cold temperatures. There are, however, 

sowe 1 teats that warrant special investigation:

1. The presence of tannins and llgnins, often in combination with 

Iron In the surface waters and sane groundwaters, will receive 

more attention since carcinogenic compounds are often formed 

when chlorination is used. Methods for the removal or elimi

nation of these materials must be improved. For example, 

ozonation systems have great potential for ease of operation 

if production costs car be reduced or optimized.

Integrated feedback systems which are simple to maintain will 
be Important in northern areas.

?. Glacial flour removal techniques need Increased research 
efforts.

3. Alternative, easily controlled, reliable and economic dis

infection techniques need to be developed for the small,
Isolated communities.

Wastewater Treatment

Many treatment tystems based on temperate clinatE criteria have 

bean Installed 1n tfct North because the designer Jacks northern ex

parlance. Such systems often fail to meet current environmental con

cerns and guidelines. Most of the benefits to be derived from improved 

wastewater treatment technology will occur over a long time period, The 

benefits from these investments will include reduced medical expenditure 

and a healthier northern population and envirodent.
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There are four types of domestic wastewater that must be considerpd 

for design and research purposes: bucket'toilet wastes; undiluted 

wastewater from holding tanks, and vacuum and pressure sewer systems; 

conventional wastewater from gravity sewers; and very dilute wastewater 

that results From adding water to the sewers to prevent freezing. Each 

of these conditions continues to exist because of the extraordinarily 

high costs of providing conventional piped water and sewage systems.

The following areas require further research:

1. Recent studies have shown that bucket*toilet wastes placed in 

pits do not undergo significant decomposition. Further 

research must be oriented to the elimination of bucket systems 

by providing economic alternatives.

2. Composting toilets currently available should be developed so 

that they can be safely and reliably placed 1n northern homes. 

Other methods particularly related to undiluted waste that are 

economical under typical northern conditions should be in

vestigated.

3. Current northern waste treatment technology relies on the use 

of lagoons or the encapsulation of t.anr climate systems. 

Lacking are treatment techniques capable of meeting effluent 

quality criteria for the wide variety of wastewater produced 

In the North.

A. Systems which minimize power requirements and utilize a 

minimum of different mechanical devices are fn need of ad

vancement through a concerted research program.

5. Development of management approaches using natural conditions 

unique to the North are still lacking.

6. Techniques for the improvement of lagoon performance requires 

considerable development.

7. Improvements in sludge management and effluent disinfection 

are needed. Lagoon embankments on permafrost need detailed 

evaluation and development of design technology. There 1s 

also interest In the development of deep lagoons and freeze 

concentration.
8. Perhaps one of the greatest challenges is to efficiently 

identify the varying asslmulative capacities of the receiving 

environment. This will greatly facilitate the development of
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effluent standards, guidelines, and technology that is re

sponsive to actual field conditions in the North. This will 

probably reduce the high costs of wastewater treatment.

Safe greywater disposal techniques for remote dreas are 

needed■

Receiving Environment

Wastewater, after oeing subjected to treatment, is released into 

the environment dnd can no longer t>e controlled. The research outlined 

below would facilitate the most cost-effective waste treatment ana 

management practices to protect the public health and the MVironment.

I. A basis for setting receiving water capacities to assimilate 

wastes should be determined as a function of the water s 

physical* chemical, and biological characteristics, Northern 

natural water systems have not been researched in depth. A 

scientific understanding of the waste capacities for these 

waters is needed to justify specified treatment practices.

Land treatment and disposal [including the use cf wetlands, 

swamps, and Isolated rocky areas) require applied research to 

demonstrate their beneficial effects and feasibility, Com

bined systems utilizirg winter storage and land treatment 

disposal schemes for sumner months should be * part of this 

research.

Tne major concern with domestic waste management in the North 

continues to be public health protection. Survival times for 

indicator organisms are known to be greater at lower temperatyre 

However, understanding the survival relationship between 

indicator and pitnogentc microorganisms has not been developed 

for northern «ater bodies.

The Impact of disinfectants and their by-products for in

digenous species nas received considerable attention in 

temperate areas and requires a similar effort for cold or ice- 

covered surface waters.

The storage and controlled discharge of *ater as dictated 5y 

the hydrologic cycle and seasonal environmental sensitivities 

should be researched in detail.

The practlcaiity of discharging wastes u^inq variou* sub

surface disposal techniques shows promise for many northern

3 .

5.

S,
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locations. These methods need research to demonstrate their 
feasibility.

Solid Waste Management

The few studies of solid waste disposal in northern areas have 

identified the obvious: solid waste buried in dry or cold ground does

not decompose rapidly. The initial reaction in some jurisdictions has 

been to ban the use  of land a s  a disposal n>ethcd and to recormend more 

costly and energy*intensive methods, such as incineration. After some 

experience, this approach is now being revised. Research needs follows:

1. Identify composition and quantities of wastes generated in 

northern regions. This should Include domestic, industrial, 

and military wastes. Special attention should be given to 

quantities and types of hazardous wastes.

2. Demonstrate solid waste management practices which can be 

utilized in permafrost areas such as improved open dumps, 

modified landfills, and trenching. This should include 

better vehicles for collection, materials and volume documen

tation, cover practices, soil characteristics and thaw problem', 

access design and maintenance, erosion control and leachate 
problems.

3. Several mechanical systems (such as shredding, milling, and 

baling} used in warm c*1mates for solid waste processing have 

been proposed for use in the North. Many operational problems 

have been identified and very fe.j of these have been investi
gated,

4. Recycling has been shown to be uneconomical in northern areas. 

However, reuse of the material in a shredded form for insu

lation or landfilling may be possible at some locations. As 

transportation systems are Improved, backhaul of some Items 

may become economical or at least considerably less expensive. 

The important factors are the development of markets and 

acceptable backhaul rates,

5. Hazardous waste management has not been addressed at all for 

permafrost areas. This topic must receive more attention as 

development continues.
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4ir Quali ty
The wJ5t important air-quslity parameters in northern regions are 

ice fog generation, particulates, carbon monoxide* and sulfur dioxide.

The natural conditions which result in strong atmospneHc inversions 

intensify tne possibility of these materials being held near inhabited 

ireas for e*tended periods. Research is required in the following 

areas:
1. Reduction of ice fog and carbon monoxide generated by vehicle* 

and control of ice fog sources such as cooling water and stack 

amission. These factors may have very significant impact on 

deve'apfltent in some areas.

2. Sulfur dioxide emission from burning fossil fuels,

3. The control of dust near communities.

V  neatth implications of ice fog*

5, Re-evaluation of air* quality standards, objectives, and guide

lines for northern areas. 

industrial ^as*es

The majority of industrial activity, and therefore most Industrial 

waste, originates fron natural resource extraction, The oil, gas, and 

lining industries have tne greatest impact, with fishing and timber 

industries following.

The najority of the waste management problems in these industries 

are met using technologies developed in more southern locations. Site- 

specific industrial waste management problems can be addressed, and 

appropriate modifications can generally be made to conventional tech

nologies. Exceptions include oil spill prevention and ilean-up tech

nologies in ice-choked waters and on froien or parti illy frozen soils.

FACILITIES FOR INFORMATION TRANSFER

The "Cold Regions Utilities Design Hanual" presently in preparation 

wlli identify current oest practice and greatly facilitate technology 

transfer. An "Annotated Bibliography of Environmental En^ijieering 

prepared biannually by the Northern Technology Centre, sutimarizes other 

general publications which assist the northern environmental engineer.
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There are still relatively few environmental engineers and scientists 

involved in northern work. Therefore meetings and personal contacts are 

very important and tost-cffectlve methods of information transfer.

PRIORITIES

The highest priorities tor the limited set of topics covered by tne 

environmental engineering group are water supply research and waste 

removal of both liquids and solids. The next priority is the management 

of wastes and their preparation for return to the northern environment.

At a similar level of importance is the need to better understand the 

northern receiving environment and its capacity to assimilate added 

materials.
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES, 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

STATE-OF-THE-ART

In the past, dvll engineering in the Worth has consisted mainly of 

taking practices from more temperate areas and applying them to the 

unique conditions of the North, In most cases, the application of 

current knowledge and resources can be used to solve northern problems. 

However, the development of designs and techniques geared specifically 

toward northern problems can result in much more efficient use of 

available resources. For example, although cofimon building insulations 

are capable of reducing heat losses tc acceptable levels, the development 

of new materials which are more efficient could result in lower con

struction costs and lower Hfe cycle costs for buildings*

The development of well-insulated pipes for buried water systems 

nas resulted in much Tower operational costs, although conventional 

uninsulated pipes were capable of providing service with higher tem

perature water and continuous flow to prevent freezing. The development 

of new techniques and materials has historically been based upon im

provements to existing technology. Although this type of research is 

valuable and should continue, the development of unique and original 

solutions to civil engineering problems in the North should be emphasized. 

A good enample of this innovative type of research and design is the 

development of the pitorifite in 1953, which is now used to prevent 

freezing by causing circulation through water service lines.

PROSPECTIVE DEVELOPMENTS

Nearly all physical development in the North depends to some degree 

on civil engineering. At, the present time, the North has enormous 

potential for future development, particularly with respect to petroleum 

and mineral resources. In addition to the extraction of these resources, 

related activities will include the development of municipal and in

dustrial complexes. This will require the use of Civil engineering
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design ranging from road construction to the treatment of water and 
sewage.

Water is another Important resource of the North which, in the not 

too distant future, could become an important export. A frequently 

discussed plan would divert water southward from Alaska and Canada to 

the water-poor regions of the lower 46. Such development will require 

the construction of roads, pipelines* canals, and dams, The Alaska 

Native land claim'; settlement will continue to hive a great effect on 

development in small villages. The future development of the North's 

hydroelectric potential and the continued presence of the military in 

both Alaska aid Canada will affect development in years to come. Civil 

engineers will be involved in virtually all development requiring 

construction, whether an extensive road system to support a logging 

operation, or construction of a small building for a fisheries cooperative 

in a Native viMage.

CURRENT AND PROSPECTIVE RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Civil engineers involved in the design of facilities have often 

accused researchers of not working on projects with practical applications. 

Research is often used to promote further research, and work with practical 

potential is not carried to the point of application, Some exceptions 

exist. Excellent work in regard to the building sciences is done through 

the Canadian National Research Council and the U.S. Army Cold ftegions 

Research and Engineering Lab,

Much practical research is related to the development of more 

efficient designs, Kor example, work underway in building construction 

has the goal of reducing heating costs, which are quite substantial in 

most northern areas. A current interest in life cycle cost analysis 

will promote additional practical work and will provide an impetus to 

research leading to lower construction costs.

More research should be aimed toward reducing failures which occur 

because of extreme cold and permafrost. For example, a power failure in 

a northern community can result in complete freezeup of both water and 

sewer systems, creating a real disaster. The development of technology 

to prevent catastrophes is very important and should be given a high 

priority.
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RESEARCH NEEDS

The research needs described here are related to the design, 

construction, and operation of municipal facilities in the North, The 

main professional goals are to reduce complexity, increase dependability, 

lower operation and maintenance costs, and lowsr construction costs. 

Installations should Oe studied to determine why they were successful or 

why they failed.

Municipal facilities encompass a wide range of individual items, 

each with its own unique problems. Research needs in the areas of 

community planning, water distribution, fire protection, sewage collection, 

transportation facilities (streets and airports), buildings, energy 

considerations, and project management are discussed, Within each topic 

the research needs are listed in order of priority,

A, Conmunlty Planning

The importance of proper site selection -ind conmuni ty planning in 

northern development cannot be overemphasized. When a satisfactory site 

has been selected, a consolidation of facilities 1s of paramount imoortance. 

Street, water, and sewer pipe length can be minimized with consolidation. 

Snow removal problems can be lessened, and the overall high cost ot 

operating communities In the North can he lowered. More than basic 

research 1s needed. Rather, an effort to reinforce the importance of 

proper planning 1n the mind of the design engineer is needed to insure 

practical community planning principles are followed. The development 

of methodologies to use the current engineering knowledge, and to 

integrate this knowledge with soc1o-cultural and socio-economic require

ments, will best accomplish this goal. More accurate cost-benefit 

analyses will result, which 1n turn should facilitate decision making.

The research and development needs follow*

1, Studies to show the return-or-investment from municipal

utility improvements in terms of reducing the cost of health 

care and related economic loss, from these studies, a de

termination can be trade of the optimum level of service 

required to minimize cost of sanitary utilities and health 
care.
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2. Further development of nethods to determine the technical and 

economic feasibility for comntunltles to operate and maintain 

various combinations and levels of utilities delivery*

3. Development of methods for optimizing the layout of northern 

coinnunities with such techniques as computer graphics. The 

result nill be minimum capital and operating costs for utilities 

delivery within the constraints of topography, climate, and

other site characteristics. The methods should include sensitivity 

analysis for assessing the incremental delivery costs due to 

decisions based on socic-cultural or socio-economic factors.

f.. Multiple-disciplinary research to determine the optimum 

densities of communities.

5. Research on more economical planning to develop and restore 

sources of gravel, sand, and other construction materials.

6. Additional research into the effects of structural orientation 

and shape on snow drifting,

7. The development of criteria for the choice* design* and 

layout of recreational facilities for northern comnunities* so 

as to reduce the level of social problems,

B. Mater Distribution

1. Close monitoring of buried lines under a variety of conditions 

to ascertain thermal conditions and movement of pipes.

2. Development of more dependable and economical means fcr 

thawing frozen pipes.

3. Development of new and more efficient devices to promote 

circulation in water service lines.

4. Development of new piping materials that can withstand 

freezing without damage,

5. Improvements to devices to prevent freezing or eliminate 

damage if freezing occurs such as variable-output heating 

cables, freeze plugs, and microwave gating of pipes.

6. Continuation of work now underway on the mechanism of ice 

formation in pipes.

7. Improvements to northern water storage tanks through the 

development of new heating techniques, development of in

sulations suitable for uurial* and methods for reducing the 

thickness of ice on open reservoirs.
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Fire Protection
1. Study of possible sayings in the design and construction of

water systems if conventional fire flow considerations ar* 

eliminated.
I , development of dependable fire protection systems which do not 

require water,
3, Development cf sprinkler jy^tems with in-house storage.

4, Development of building materials requiring lcwer levels of

fire protection for the same safety level.

5, Study of building spacing for fire protection purposes, as a 

trade-off for higher cost of utility services when buildings 

are spread out.

Sewage Collection

1. Further development an pressure and vacuum systems, parti

cularly with respect to adaptation for arctic use,

2. Development of lower water use plumbing fixtures arid improve

ments to those already available, A payaff may be parti

cularly useful here because of the fpgh cost of water pro

duction and sewage disposal.

Transportation Facilities

Airfields;

1. Low-cost dttection methods for locations of granular bonow

sites are needed.

I , New methods of stabilizing low-quality soils are needed to

provide yearlong dust and mud-free runways for remote air

fields. Present stabilization methods generally do not work 

well in a freeze-thaw environment. Stabilization methods rmist 

employ easily air transportable construction equipment.

3. Detection methods for delineating permafrost areas in dis

continuous permafrost zones, and for (ueasuri'ng variations in 

Ice content of permafrost soils, would be very beneficial. 

Accurate subsurface information is essential in assuring that 

runways are designed to remain free of thaw settlement or 

frost heave.

Streets and Access Roads:

1. As with airfields, methods of constructing satisfactory low* 

volume roads with low-qudlity soils are needed.
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2. Applied research is needed on the use of filter fabrics for 

preventing infiltration and contamination of granulrr road 

overlay on weak subgrade soils. A design method is needed for 

optimizing the use of these fabrics.

3. Optimization studies of the life-cycle type are neeJed to 

achieve the best balance between construction And mintenance 
costs.

4. Studie? of methods to artificially increase the depth of the 

seasonal thaw ^one in perniafro^t a<easT prior to read con

struction, would lead to reduced ooEt-construction thaw 
settlements,

5. Alternatives to gravel-surfaced roadways as well a: automobile 

and truck transport should be developed. Use of fabrics* wood 

pla'ik, or grass-covered surfaces with Tow ground pressure or 

air-effect vehicles should be studied and implemented in 

certain trial locations.

6. Development is needed on Sower-cost insulation suitable for 

direct soil burial beneath roadways or airfields Sulfur foam 

is one possible material,

f. Buildings

Buildings will continue to require care to cope with the special 

problems of the North. Techniques adequate for temperate :limates 

frequently cause costly problems when unknowing designers apply them to 

northern buildings, A li^t of research and development needs Follows:

1. Energy loss analysis: More and better means for de:erwir>ing

energy loss and potential savings from buildings and homes are 

needed. Infrared techniques need to be expanded anc Improved.
j

Stack ’osses, infiltration losses* ventilation losses, and 

window losses need to be studied with respect to tfe magnitude 

Of potential savings. Truly cost-effective retrofit solutions 

for existing bufldings need to be developed,

I . Prefabrication; Continued research and development iif pre

constructed panels and modules to eliminate currc-nt problem:: 

in shipping, assembly, and joints is needed. *tare effective 

air-tight joints that are easily assembled on site wojld be 

tost; effective and provide more suitable buildings. Jnits 

specifically designed for winter erection are needed.
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3. Weather seals; Current technology is lacking in this area.

New materials that will withstand and can be applied in ex

treme temperature* need to be developed.

4, Alternate foundations; Smaller, lightweight structures need 

specifically designed foundations which are more cost effec

tive, versatile, aad practical for use in remote installations

5, Building components: Doors, roofs, windows. yents. and locks

are lust a few items that need to be designed specifically for 

the extremes of northern climates. Warping doors, leaking 

roofs, snow-filled vents, frozen locks, and frosted windows 

are common problems faced by residents of the North because of 

inattention to these details.

6, Thermopiles; The application of these devices can be extended 

to solve many problems 1n foundations. More efficient designs 

and charging fluids need to be developed to broaden their 

application and reduce their cost.

7. Inside environmental conditions: Special consideration should

be given northern buildings where much more time is spent 

Indoors,

8. Humidity; Considerable confusion and difference of opinion 

exists on this subject. Realistic needs and design reccmnenda 

tions need to be established for building designers,

G. Energy Considerations

1. Low head hydro: Small low-head hydroelectric plants, capable

of generating &0 KU or diore, could lower the high cost of 

electricity in villages and remote camps.

2. Conservation: Continued means for reducing energy usage and

waste are particularly needed in the North, More efficient 

power generation and combination heating/electric plants need 

development for northern use. Better building design for 

northern conditions is called for. Education [technology 

transfer) of designers from the South is of particular im

portance.

3. Waste heat: More efficient recovery and utilization tech

niques and hardware need to be developed,

A. Wind: Studies to eliminate Icing problems associated with

wind power devices are needed* Devices that can operate
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at very high wind levels need to be developed. Storage of 

excess energy for later use could be improved dramatically.

5. Geothermal; The tremendous potential for geothermal energy in 

the North needs to be more accurately assessed. Techniques 

should be developed for both large and small-scale utilization.

6. nectrtci}; Burial of electrical cables is a source of continual 

problems in frost-susceptible soils. Improved techniques for 

successful burial could yield potential savings. Grounding of 

electrical cables also needs more R S 0, particularly for 

permafrost areas.

7. Heat pumps: Heat pumps with increased efficiency usiny low

temperature sources are needed for the North. Application of 

heat pumps to waste heat recovery needs more development*

3. Heat transfer liquids: Liquids or solutions with higher heat

capacities, better heat transfer characteristics, and adequate 

freeze protection are needed to promote more efficient, 

reliable, energy-ef fectwe systems for northern needs.

H* Project Management

1. Research is needed to improve the reliability of utility 

systems.

2. Improved economics of winter construction are possible.

3. Methods to educate indigenous people for health and environ

mental improvements are needed.

t. The economics of using 'ocal labor art largely undocumented.

5. Studies of the effects of temperature, wind, lighi, and other

weather conditions on worker productivity can be important.

FACILITIES FOR INFORMATION TRANSFER

Although research information is easily available from the National 

Research Council, the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering 

Laboratory, the University of Alaska, and n»ny Canadian universities* no 

comprehensive programs exist thit assurr a potential u*ier of finding 

most current research information. This information is available to a 

dedicated researcher familiar with the sources but not to those who want 

it or may net even be aware of their need.
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because of the unique conditions often encountered in civil en

gineering in the North, many innovative designs and techniques are 

developed by practicing engineers. Currently there is no mechanism for 

distributing this information to other potential users. This type of 

information, although not truly classified as research, probably re

presents the largest single area of knowledge untapped by the northern 

civil engineering community. Bits of this information are transmitted at 

technical conferences. But such information 1s largely available only 

to the designer and perhaps his close associates. The massive design 

and construction effort associated with the Alaska Pipeline resulted in 

rj huge increase in the total krowledge of northern civil engineering, 

yet many years will pass before much of this new knowledge is available 

to the practicing civil engineer. Attempts should he made to secure 

release of proprietary information being held by private companies which 

could be of great value to all northern engineers.

Conferences emphasising practical state-of-the-art solutions to 

northern engineering problems are needed. An excellent recent enamel* 

is the "Arrtic Utilities Distribution Conference" held in Edmonton,

Canada in March 1976. Another conference was held in Anchorage, Alaska, 

on May 17-19, 1978, by the American Society of Civil Engineers.

The preparation of design manuals, such as the utilities design 

manual presently being developed cooperatively by Canadian and United 

States government agencies and the civil engineering design manual 

underway by the Canadian National Research Council, are good examples of 

attempts to provide state-of-the-art information in a convenient form. 

These niafiLials provide research results In a form more usable to the 

design engineer than articles in technical journals.

CURRENT APPLICATION OF RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE

The researcher who has discovered Significant new elutions to old 

problems is probably frustrated at the slowness with *hich practicing 

civil engineers apply his solutions. Old habits jre hard to treaii and 

new techniques and materials must »ass the test of time. Anyone familiar 

with state and local building codes and the slowness with which they are 

updated to 1,.elude new materials and techniques can understand this
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problem. Although this problem will always exist, it could be minimized 

if the designer were convinced that research work was aimed toward 

practical needs, and 1f research knowledge were more easily available to 

those who need it, A high priority should be the development of practical 

northern engineering based upon existing research.
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RESOURCE AND TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES. 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Historically, large civil work* projects in northern regions have 

been extremely expensive, particularly dependent on climate and time 

considerations, and too frequently associated with high maintenance 

costs. Primarily as a result of currently intense resource development 

the North its faced with increasing pressure for facility improvements.

To accommodate these pressures more positively than in the past 

requires the construction of facilities In a timely and economic manner, 

while stiH achieving cost-effective solutions. Such problems should be 

addressed jointly by industry, the academic cotnnunity, and government 

agencies via cwiprehensive and niuttidiscipline research. This approach 

has the virtue of ensuring a balanced evaluation plus providing greater 

reliability in the identificatiun of research needs and data production.

OBJECTIVES

The immediate objective for this task group was to Identify and 

rank research needs for large cNil projects. Such projects Include 

facilities associated with roads, railroads, airports, electrical 

generation, electrical transmission, resource processing, pipelines* 

cofimunications, water conveyance, narbors, and offshore installations. 

Civil engineering responsibi1ft’es for facilities of this nature Include 

ill project considerations such as construction materials, productivity, 

and environmental constraints.

In order to clarify the basic engineering research needs, an 

attempt was made to separate the different phases encountered during a 

project {from initial planning concepts through the projected operation

al life). Corresponding researcn identified for each project phase:
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Project Process 

Initiation

Research Consideration

Concepts and Feasibility 

Criteria EstablishmentPreliminary Design 
and Planning

Design

Construction

Parameter and Tolerance Identification

Cost Effectiveness

Climatic and Equipment Restraints 

Materials & Quality Control Constraints

Inspection Meeds

Operation Performance

Maintenance

Monitoring

Each project phase involves a distinctly different activity. However, 

a thorough understanding of the interaction of these phases is critical 

for optimum performance.

While little research information exists on the engineering aspects 

of resource and transportation facilities, there are some scattered 

sources* A need exists to retrieve this data through:

1) Literature search and bibliographic production of published 
material.

2} Evaluation and documentation of recently conducted research, 
such as research for the trans-Alaska pipeline project and 
Arctic gas project.

3) Evaluation and documentation of recent large constructor, 
projects.

4} Evaluation and documentation of the performance of large 
Operating facilities in the North,

S) Evaluation of the experience of northern contractors to ensure 
that this knowledge base is available for use.

Ir the following section, the needs for applied and basic research are 

briefly outlined. Also included is a facilities matrix analysis with 

suggested research priorities for the broad categories of fixed and 

1 inear facilities.
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DISCUSSION

Major faculties normally requiring large civil engineering commit

ments cart be divided into two categories, depending on their conformation 

to either a site-specific or linear setting. Site-specific or 'fixed11 

facilities include those associated with resource processing, airports, 

electrical generation, ports and harbors, offshore operations, flood 

control, and communication. Facilities classified as "linear" have been 

identified as roads, railroads, airports, pipelines, and electrical 

transmission lines. Related research considerations have included 

productivity and costs (fron past, present, and future points of view), 

materials, equipment, structure performance, scheduling, and governing 

codes and regulations. Analysis of high-cost areas of a project pro

vides opportunities for identifying research needs. Suggested research 

priorities nay be determined from the needs matrix analysis which is 

found in the appendix.

COST PERFORMANCE OF PROJECTS

Much data exists on the cost performance of civil engineering 

projects constructed in the northern latitudes, but It has never heen 

systematica!ly examined. A determination of labor, equipment, and 

overall project productivity is an essential requisite for efficient 

planning, and cost-effective utilization of men and materiel.

Some basic management decisions have significant effects on labor* 

etjui[*iient, and overall project productivity, thus exerting a considerable 

impact an bottom line cost. These fundamental decisions are concerned 

with overall contracting strategy, types of construction equipfnent that 

will be employed, the utilization and maintenance of construction 

equipsznt, working conditions For labor (hours/day, days/week), size and 

loo' r.ion of life support systems, and the design of logistical support 

for northern projects.

Major civil engineering projects often require excavation, hauling, 

compaction, or disposal of considerable quantities of earthwork. There

fore, extremely cold temperatures and frozen soil iiave a significant 

impact on th** cost of such earthwork- As a result, any Information that
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couples performance of equipment to varying soil, climatic, and daylight 

conditions will be invaluable in development of cost-effective planning 
for projects.

RESEARCH NEEDS

Construction Equipment

1. Develop production-rite statistics for various types of con

struction equipment as a function of the listed conditions:

2 . Develop spare parts statistics, as a function of:

’ Type

- Performance Requirement

- Climatic Conditions

3. Develop equipment reliability statistics as a function of:

- Type

- Performance Requirement

- Climatic Conditions

Labor

Develop labor productivity statistics for various categories of con

struction activities as a function of the following conditions:

1. Working conditions (hours/day. days/week)

2. Temperature/wind chill factors

3. Light conditions (time of year)

4. Equipment type/soil conditions

5. Working agreements [operator constraints)

Equipment Types: Conditions:

- Soil Classifications

- Ambient Temperatures

- Operator Qualifications

- Age/Condition of Equipment

- Labor Operation Constraints

- Hauling

- Dozing

- Digging

- Compacting

- Lifting
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There are several projects that have produced a significant amount of 

data relating to the above considerations. Probably no project has 

produced information as comprehensive or as closely coupled to actual 

ioi I conditions as the trans-Alaska oil pipeline. Detailed research 

usirg data compiled during this project could produce some invaluable 

findings.

COST EFFECTIVENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

Government or environmental constraints have varying impacts on the 

cost of large construction projects. Further, these constraints tend to 

n-rpose additional labor, material, ami equipment casts. When comparing 

impacts of past to present or proposed projects, rational arguments in 

favor of providing at least minimal environmental constraints have 

received favorable popular support.

It often nappens that significant costs, which result from theo

retical environmental goals, art? added to 1arqe projects. This has 

treated some serious questions about cost benefits, the defensibi1ity of 

■,oine environmentally conscious engineering approaches, and alternatives 

involving more cost-effective restoration. An attempt is frequently made 

on schedule-dependent projects to t r y  to resolve environmental concerns 

through over-de^ign and similar (potentially excessive) responses,

Tne over-design approach has the potential disadvantage of creatirg 

significant cost over-runs. Ultimately these costs may be passed on to 

the p u b l i c  while, ironically, the environmental problem may remain 

essentially unresolved,

Research i$ necessary to bring goals and economics into a better 

valance. Some typical examples of the varied areas requiring research 

related to northern conditions are cited here. Standards for w^ter 

quality limits estap If shed for use in temperate and more populous 

regions may not be appropriate for northern regions. Although there arc 

excellent reasons for prohibiting off-highway equipment on the tundra 

during every season except winter, there may still be reasonable methods 

Ly wnich snow-ice surfaces could be used for restricted travel with 

'itt1e or no attendant environmental degradation.
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There is a specific need for research to define acceptable design 

requirements for wildlife protection* fish passage, and erosion control. 

Revegetation in some areas may be required over the short tern, out 

natural reinvaston has been satisfactory in many instances. Research is 

currently necessary to optimize revegetation and natural vegetation 

recovery. Research would be useful in developing a source for native 

seed. -

In situations such as terrestial oil spills, technically unsophis

ticated cleanup and restoration procedures can do more environmental 

harm than doing nothing. Research is required to more accurately define 

the limits of necessary cleanup ard restoration procedures, and to 

provide better cost-effective methods,

ENGINEERED MATERIALS

Research to develop more widespread use of indigenous materials is 

necessary. How and when can timber from the ROW be used instead of 

wasted? What other indigenous materials from the ROW can be used and 

how? Modifications to indigenous soils may include chemical additives 

to render the material more workable or to stabilize the material, 

making it capable of sustaining a given design loading. Modifications 

may also include adding binders which could include asphalts, oils, or 

sulfur to stabilize the soil. Temperature and moisture constraints of 

the modifications must be defined,

Replacement of soils by manufactured alternatives include the use 

Of Insulating materials to replace a portion of an embankment, or the 

use of an insulating layer capable of withstanding projected thermal and 

structural loads. Use of manufactured materials for erosion control and 

surface modifications affords major research opportunities.

CONSTRUCTION L:JUIPMENT

Construction equipment encon^asses the major tooh of the engineer 

to build and maintain any project, Such equipment is customarlly de

signed and built for use in temperate areas. This equipment is often



inadequate for the severe conditions typically encountered In the North. 

Problems of equipment capability, productivity, and maintenance need to 

be addressed:
1. Analysis of equipment performance records, to develop Improvements 

1n productivity. This includes both construction productivity 

and resource-development productivity (such as mining and 

earthwork construction).

2. Analysis of past and current maintenance records to highlight 

research priorities in operations. It should include problems 

of access* and materials performance,

3. Design shortcomings of equipment as experienced in northern 

construction projects. There are several requirements which 

might be addressed:

a. Earthmoving equipment redesign to accomnodate 

frozen materials In extreme conditions and climate.

b. Special ditching equipment designed to work in various 

states of frozen ground. Additional research and develop

ment are needed to ascertain capability and production 

rates.

c. Identify procedures and limits for compaction of earth 

materials in extreme cold.

d. Specialized equipment will be required for anticipated 

Arctic offshore operations. This equipment should have 

the capabilities to: ditch to great depths for protection 

of pipeline from ice; maintain and construct pipelines in 

ice-covered waters; place earth to specification in ice- 

covered waters; and monitor and operate petroled field 

equipment in ice-covered waters.

SITE FACILITY AMO ROW CONSTRUCTION

The deployment of manpower and equipment for Site facility and ROW 

earthwork is a particularly open area for study in Northern construction. 

While geotechnicat exploration can provide valuable soils data for site
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selection and construction mode designs, the need still exists to develop 

a better correlation between landfonn terrain units and soil properties.

A more refined correlation would allow an earlier identification of 

potential difficulties in cinstruction, and could be expected to facilitate 

decisions about equipment usage* soil suitability for embanltment design* 

erosion susceptibility, and erosion control planning.

Clearing* grading* and disposal practices have followed a fairly 

standard approach on past projects. More effective methods are needed 

to develop concepts for ameliorative clearing and material utilization 

that is compatible with construction needs and land restoration.

Research is needed to provide criteria for optimizing construction 2one 

widths w U h  equipment, clearance, grade, si deslope, and traffic re

quirements. Better methods for handling the organic vegetative layer, 

tree disposal, and overburden soils, could reduce haul miles and enhance 

restoration procedures.

Consideration of traffic requirements and the stress factors on 

natural vegetation and constructed fills in project planning and design 

stages could improve material conservation and usage. Temporary fills 

should be designed, where possible, to allow for material reuse. In 

areas where permafrost degradation is anticipated, new methods are 

needed to control subsidence to tolerable limits. Still to be better 

understood are the effects of constructed fills in areas where soii- 

fluction* downslope gravity movement* and seismic factors pose a threat 

to fill stability.

Additional research is needed on drainage, sediment controls* and 

overfills for frozen areas where permafrost degradation is expected.

Much useful information could be gained from the monitoring of existing 

structures.

Stabilization of cut slopes requires research. The question, "When 

should the slopes be re-seeded or receive other forms of treatment. If 

any?" reeds to be addressed along with other related concerns.

FACILITY PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A rather important source for information about nothern civil en

gineering is readily available from the evaluation of present facilities,
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Any evaluation should encompass "post morterns" of construction together 

with monitoring of performance throughout the operating Hfe. This 

research would include:

1. Develop labor, equipment, material, and life-support cost 

ratios on past projects,

2. Evaluate comparative effectiveness of labor, equipment* and 

pnaterials in the North.

3. Evaluate the construction methodology of several northern 

project*.

4. Monitor the performance of civil engineering facilities with 

respect to cost, reliability, and performance.

5. Develop, where necessary, instrumentation and data trans

mission equipment to measure impot e n t  engineering in remote 

northern areas.

CODES. STANDARDS. AND REGULATIONS

Codes* standards, and regulations should be modified to use the 

available technology. Since this subject transects marLy disciplines 

within civil engineering, the various institutes and regulatory bodies 

should participate with industry in this basic research comnifcnent. 

Northern resource and transporatlon facilities posses unique problems 

for which current codes, standards, and regulations are not applicable 
in all instances.

CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent that a certain amount of development in the North 

has occurred without the aid of research. At the same time, however, 

considerabTe development has taken place which has quite obviously 

profited from research. Despite this fact, a very large need remains 

today for research specifically oriented toward the solution of northern 
civil engineering problems.
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As national and international resource needs continue to ncreaset 

the pressures on northern resource production w i n  mount. Existing 

usable data could materially assist new developers in the redaction of 

both cost and time. This cannot occur until the data is compiled and 

made generally available to interested political, social* industrial, 

governmental * and professional g-oups, Basic research will te needed

to complement this existing data base. In ti.e resource and transportation

area* this research could best be accomplished through the coripined 

efforts of industry, builders* designers, and govertimental orijanlNations 

working commonly toward environmentally sound, yet cost-effeciive, 

development and resource production for northern regions.
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